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Lmpor-t.arrt sub j e c t may be f'ound interEj3tlns--he knows that it can
scarcely be found pleasant reading~ It is QUI' ~urposo to treat of
the !I e s c.nat.o Lor-Lc aL vi eVlS of th'2 fa to of' the vilcl~ed IT--Eell ide,,)s
entertaJ.ned--"in human rrist or-y '", "1'11038are rnany , 1?::rdlemoat of
tnem agr-ee at some poLnt s , the ran~~e of Ldea s 1. s broad, arid "human
r:d.stor:y" is br-oad , 1,'/ew l sn to emphaeLz.e our c:l.isinterest, for the
purpose 0f this thesis, in eschatolo~ical views of the reward of
'1:;1-'e'".r,_,.ood',II cs c: ve ,-( t' 41.., wcl· ~~ aaynac, cenerally, this is but 'the other
side of the shield,' having a definite correspondence to its
opposite. 'lie make no claim to give elther9.n exnau s t.Lve or
erudl te treatment of our sub j ect , but attempt rather to out Ld.ne
the najor vlews in the field, relatine them to, and in come in-
stances trClcinv their influence upon, human history ..
OU:r' ap ec LaL interest 11(,8 in the idea of Hell in tho lTE;w
Testament Scriptures and in the Clmrch in its development; also,
in the ques t.Lo na j How did the Hell ideas enter the tow 'I'es t.amerrt
Scriptures? Whence can.e they? Y:h.at is t.nei.r- true sivnificance?
To what extent are current Ideas those of Pagans, of early theo-
lor:~ians, of Poets, or of Hefor-mers?
I t is not our intention to attempt in any:tb It exp.l.o.Ie "
the idea of a EelL BV.t we do not feel at all well-dispo,J(::d t.owar-de
i1
14-\ ~s
"eternal pun Lsnmerrt" as sucn, '1'hismust of necessLty give place
to SOLle re8 ..iorrab Le theory. It is bi) t the rnent.a L pLayrrr ound of
the atnor0al minds of sadists and ~asochist8.
The views that we shall consider pre-suppose a hereafter;
whether bodily, or the "immortality of the soul," or "contl.nued
conscLou sne ss j " is Lmma t er-LaL, No set group of persons ':'~lay be
corisLcter-ed the "vdcl{ecJ.."At one time these may be the immoral;
at another, the non-conformists. The term is relative. But in
eneh instance the "fatell of those considered wicked 18 fixed;
and it is in these views that our interest lies.
The writer expr-esa es h.l.s appreciation of the valuable
help and direction Biven him by Dean Frederick D. Kershner, both
~rivately and in class discussion. Consider~ble help was ~13o
received from Professors W.Y.Moore,A.Holmes,and von Gerdtell of
the Butler College of Religion ~aculty.To these gentlemen the
wr-Lter gladly expresses his appreciation.
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IUTHODUCTION
Hell yawns before an entire humanity. Wany and diverse
are its f'o r-rns conceived in human hiat.o r-y , In tribal myths the
idea has been largely based on superstition, the creation of the
di::;tortedimaginations of men in t.he grip of the tyrant Fear.
Ignorance breeds fear and wonder. Sava~e peoples were ~ental
slaves dominated by divers fears. They were as children Erop-
lng in the dark, and their systems were but the atteDpts of llm-
ited m.l.n.Is to expr-e ss some t.hlng that ~Na3 e snent.La LLy I felt'
ra tber t.ha n r-ea soned, Their world wa s large, unknown, t(lyster-
iOllS. The elements played strange pranks. Customs crystalized
to become the "status quo!! of tribal life, and gradually 'hed-
r-~ecl in I the comrnuni ty; "right!! oorial stLng in conformi ty to tnem,
"wro nc " in the ormo sLt.e, Beyond dea tl:1's bar-r-Lero nothing wa s
kriown, But, as far as lye know, some belief in a hereafter of
one kind or another was an almost universal phenomenon.
Perhaps it was in this struggle in the dark, in this
quest for knowledge of his universe, that primitive man first
c:onceived of gods and ethical notions. He adored objects which
r.'1adehis sub slstenc e possible. [:)oonsymbo L.sbecame substitutes
for actual t.h l.nv s , 'I'o t.ems , mul titud:Lnous forms in stone, wood
and me ta L, and e.n t.hr-opomor-pb.i.sms, were attributed powers map).cal
and myst er-Lou s, This 'was larr~elJ cult worship. 'I'o please the
Deity meant prosperity hero and hereafter; to disploase meant
his disfavor hera and his vengeance in the beyond. As ethical
1
2conc ep t s [f,rGw, ideas of futuro p1J.nishment became mer-e clearly
defined.
Thus, fearfu.l and ignorant, primi t i ve man asked l1is
qU0stions and supplied his own answers. Traditions grew to be-
come myths, which preserved, for rrl.m , rrruth.. His religion was
unqu eet.Lonabl.y a deterrent against ·what the group considered as
set, and none dare break it. The penalty meted out for wicked-
evil.. Taboos and mores were many and rigid; the pattern was
ness, in the later hell Ldea s, cur-bed the "wr-ong!". 'I'bes e served
thus a practical utilitarian purpose and were not vii t.nout. their
pragmatic merits ..
The spiritual content of primitive Hells seldom rose
above the !Ig:hoat II or "dis- embodied 8piri t " level. F1J.ttlre life
arid future punishments Y,fere largely "of the flesh"; tho hells
the projections of that whLcb was known in experience, bolstered
by the :imaginatIon and thrust forward into a hazy beyond. 'I'her-e
was, of' course, no "scientific approachll• Eystical, subjective
"f ceLi.nge" in the collective eXTJerience of Child-minded men,
formulated strange ideas of the f'ut.ur-e state •
. - ':,__.;
"Hangoversll of idea,s entertained by primltive tribes
persist in human history. rf'here were then no "der(lands of r-eaeorr'",
no "ontological argUl~lents!l.. I:[ank:i..ndLs not.or LousLy conservative--
especially so in matters of' religion. Humanity's time-hDnored
customs and traditions, fixed in its experience, are not easily
eradicated, even when the mind labels t.hem false. CrCdlllity 18
tenacious--appallingly so.
18,te.d itE381i' to Van's ot.b.LcaI growth. It; has been said:
3
Ths tecUou31y Sl01N (;:F18rgcnco of t.he human r-a ce from
the f'o r e e t.e :ts by no me an s cor.ip Let e as yet. 'I'he e xo du s 1.D under-
way, but it may require centuries for us to pack our ba~gage.
Va.ny, indeed, prefor the "wrath to C01'18 I!; consequently they will
not floe it! HIdeous hot 1:18111.3and flaming t or-merrt s hav o E:e~'.rec1
their iNa':! deep into t.he mind of T.~anklnd~ Every device of ttle
unqu os tlonoc1 ingenuIty of Dian 1s :i.maglna t ion s ec:;mlngly ha,e; 'been
bent upon the framing of a hell par excellence, more hideous
than hi,,:) neit!hborEj~ 'J'hls developnient has, to some extent, re-
18 not a nian alive who i 8 no t damned by at Le as t 3 ix r-e Li c;ionf:J•II 1
nr-oa r II «. , "'V ""·rn:1' e·'IJ i 1 f'i Lt.hv ba De, s or-dl.d cr-e a tion be corr.e a
-~ ,. ft I£' ,\:.:... V_ ...'! .' +r:» _.- , ....f} , -
projected into 8. state or p lace as tho reward of "vJicked", who
is not infrequently identified w lt.h the non-confoY'mist! It
wou.l.d be d1fficult indeed to .<:18certaln the extent to wh Lch these
monstrosities of creative l'rnaginatlon have endured ~U3 the fruits
of bigotry and reli,;sious bias, or in what y,!r::asure their pur-po sc
bas been the re~imentation of thou8ht•u But, marri.f es t.Lv, ttese
fEl:c.tors have not been entirely absent in rruman hir:tory; and cer-
tain it is that Dany have enj~yed their happiest mo~ents in the
contemplation of their fellows writhin~ in the unspeakable tor-
b.::.res of th8 Eells d!.erisned in t:t1eirLt ttlc mi nd s ,
_______ • -~.'m •..•'...,----.,~.--..,.-. -. -.---- ..--'P. -- • ---~-"',-- .---- ....,..... ,_ ------.-- __
lAttributed to J. Brierley.
2 ("111 n lr~' ~'noar « '[:.? J' cha r-d ITT l'V~I_r..-:l.L}'_t::.: '':;1:- ,:.. .;_-" .t,_~ _ J .. LO. -_ .........__ , 4,75.
As we shRIl see, the Gree~s and early Romans had little
to (1_0 vii trJ ext.reno notions of Hell. Hornor a nd Vir[£il pr-e aent:
comparatively mild • • v,v i.ews on t rio subject , EVBn the Tartarus of
Greek Y:lYtholog-yis a calm abode c red to tbe nu~erOU8 and
horrid hot and cold ~ells of Buddhism. And to be an evil spirit
devoured by a crocodile or she-hip0opotill~u8 accordin3 to the
E;;~yptianmytholor:;ywas perhaps a f'ar more 'l')lsasanthou;:'~htthan
the dread uncertainty of the untold u;-:'lyp08s1bili tLo s of Ill.ndu
Jewish e8chatolo~y Nas always va~ue, both in the Old
Testan1ent canonized scriptures an0 1n the apocalypic writin~s~
Their post-exilic development in this regard is 1n all probabil-
i ty traceD.bIe to t.he i r contact with t.he I'8rsi8n faith and cu l,t-
ur o, And t.h e New Te st.amerrt scrLp t.ur-e 8 were wri t ten aLmost entiY'F;-
'I'he Latin theoloGians, products of the Lat Ln Church,
tine, in particular, created the vor-u e of thour-n t , and the; 1'0-
echo of }1is mor-bLd Ldcas of eternal flamer, wa.CJnot only a r:r-eat
misfortune; it became, with slight variations, the corner-stone
in the profession of many clerics of the middle a~8o and refor-u-
ation. The Reformers, Luther, Zwingli and Calvin, were thorou~h-
~oing revivalists of Augustinian 8schatolo~y. rore recently,
the riarne s of po et a-o-John, }i~:ilton,Pollok arid Joseph rl'rD.ry~)--of
\:'}:V; IH' ea crier-s , Jeremy 'I'ay Lor , .Tonathan rr:dwarr:1s a n.I Spurgeon, amd
a score of others have contributed to the popul&rizin~ of hideous
5:f8.nJ.C)1)_:! 81't1.8t s of the cal Lbre of Ii chae I Angel(J.l
.The choice i8 broad. netribution, annihilation, ete1'n-
al to.rment; Sheol, Eades, Gehena~ 'I'art.a.r-u a or ~I8Ll; TIe- erla'Jtin€~
(' " ,...r: O~(IY) ",- II
J ,.iLl ....t.....I' ....l- _I , "c onc ci..enc e is Hellll--or a ::::co1'oof divergent vi eV1S--
v/h.L ch ?
'I'hl s , at least, is c e rt.a Lnr The fate ':)f the w Lc ke d mu s t
be jurd:;; it must be r-ea sona uLe and po s sLbl.e j 1t muot be purpose-
ful. It cannot be; eternal, therefore, in the t.r-u e sense of the
word; and if a limited sense is intended another word should be
chosen. II. personal survival of some kind with a cons cLou eno cs
of the "a ft.e r " state and t.he memor-y of t.rie f'o r'me'r stateL:; a mini-
mum 1'equiremente
An endeavor has been made in this t.n.e s Ls to [1;iv e a cori-
c i.s e and definite s t.a t eruerrt of the major beliefs rieLd in human
history Vii th the .vl ew to show t.he i r- Lrrt er-ea t , both for their own
sake and .for t.ne i r Lrif Lue nc e upon human t.hourrrrt and action. 'I'he
subject na s be en appr-oa ch ed witrJ. the personal conviction that
mankind is !!c;ro'Jd.ng to ma.nrio od :in Christl!. 'I'rie Christian scrip-
tures are uncorm10nly sane and restrained in thB:ir picture of Hell;
the subject has little mention at best, and is singularly froE;;
from the exce s se s charac tel' is tic of other sy st (,,1)",1 s ,
.........
-_. ----- ------_._-_ .._-"._-_ ..__ .. _. .._.__ ._- ..._-------_. _ ..--- .._----
lEis f'amou s Painting: !lrl'hc Last; Judgment!!.
l'AGAN VI::;J'iS
a) PrImitive and SaVa[~8.
Primitive man and Nature were constant companions.
early ancestors conceived of everything as havinc its spirit--a
AnLmLsm is as old as thefIumanrace, and as "lide-spread. Our
tree, an animal, a man. Perhaps it is true to say that trJere is
no tribe whl.ch did not entertain some vi es«, howev er- vaF~ue, of a
f'u t.uro statee F'ew, if any, savage peoples believe in utter and
complete extinction. TIle cLa Lm t.ha t this vi.owwas found amon£;
some North American Indians, some na t Lvec of New Guinea, arid the
Fuegians, is not established conclusively.l The conception of
those peoples is more probably vague than one of unconcern; yet,
if the claim be true, it is r a.re indeed. 1,','11ilemarry tribes have
but vague notions in the realm of eschatolo~y, others have views
simple but graphic. The dead are, VIith nearly all of them, ob-
jects f'0 __ dread:
Do subject connected with hi3 psychic life has so on-
~ros8ed the mind of man as that of his condition after
death. Savages in all regions of the world have zener-
ally very c16ar and vivid conceptions of the spirit-
world--its life, its characteristics, its landscapes--
and this 8Ue;ge,stsan intence preoccupation YJith the
subject. The wide-spread fear of the dead points to a
-."'>-------~..-------- ..------- ..-.~-.--.-~._. ._-_.,.....__- ._0-._. ..... ~ ._.._ ...... ..-..... __ ._. __ ~ .....
ISee J. A. T~eCulloch, art.
Views, under Ext~!!2t~2!2,II.E.E.E.
on "PrLm Lt.Lvr-and Savu{;e"
v •XI, p , t_'·lE:.
6
vl',:ry .~)I':Lc.i tLV8 id8a t.hat fbeir stat e vra o not o n e in
wh lcn life had ended. * ••
Trw dead wer-e s ome t.Lme s considered living in the grave in bod.i.Ly
form. The ftrave was the house of the dead; hence the placin~ in
the tomb of useful items, of weapons and implements of the craft
of the deceased, toys for children, toilet articles and jewels
for WOllen. Also:
Such practices as binding the 0ead with cords, layj.n~
':ceavJTstones or a mound of eart.hon the p;r8ve (doubtl'~c~G
to prevent their egress), or feedin~ the dead at thB
:~rav c , or, aga:Ln, the idea tha t the dead co'uLd come
forth from the grave, not merely as spirits, but in the
bc dy-s-- the r-oot of tb") vampire sup erst Ition-- all po Lrrt e.. ... <.) - - .-in thlS dlrectlon •••• -
There is aMple evidence, also, of the idea of mlbter-
ranG2n world of the dead. many graves seem to make a
w Lde rer~lon into wh i ch the Lnd.l.v l.duaL ?rave is but a portal for
entrance to or eEress from it. Tirus, ghosts or snirits May WUB-
del' about, inhabit various bodies, anImate or inaninate, drink
and eat, or rJLsturb the living.3 Sometir:1O~jthey inhabit foreDts,
or live in houses, rivers, mountains or la)(Ic)E;,as V!itllthe
Papuans of ~akatimi. It remains to mention the next step--
transrni~r8tion of souls -- and this 10 not uncommon. SOMe of
the Australian 131aeks are aai d to believe in this; \I'.'[111e amone
the American Tnd Laris it is well known that the belief of c1epart8c1
spirits enterinc to dwell within a wolf, or other animal, was
-_. --.-~-----,--.--.--~..-.~------..•-~-.-----.-_._-_.__ .__ ._._---_._._-_._._-_ .._----_._--
8of the dead live on in ~nBk88 Bnd t~sh-pigs--another evidence
of the foal' of the dead. J. G. Frazerl supports this SUg~0S~
• • the 1'ear of the human Cleel_(l,e •• on th8 VJ1101s, I
iJuli8ve to have beert )robably the Y"l.-::t povierful force
. t·, 1 • f' .' t' 1"1D .n0 ma~ln~ o~ prl~llvo r8l[10n.
Daily tho SUD died in the west. ~'Tan,who ee ovrn life
Via;::'bo und up intinlately 'Nith tr18 life o f Fature as rio saY/i.t,
800n conceived of himself as goin~ to a western rc~ion of the
this 'ITS.:; thou~~ht of as beLn.: out ')D the v!:tde expanse of the
plains, arid a2~8.in, in the val 1 r:)yc; • 1']]8 f'at e of the vi. cl:erJ. is
by no meanG clear in each instance amonc primitive man. It was
considered 80 essentially like this life and, in some measure,
c1ep8ndln~? upon it. Hetl'ibutlon 1,NSI.S in store for the nDI'JOrthy
~ead. Dr8ams, trances Qn~ 8woonA, rathor than 9thlc31 consider-
a t.Lonc , freQ1Jently coris Lrme d men . r)to this unwelconed state.'
,Ai-tlODe the 'I'o da e the place of the dead Ls to the we:,;t and 1,<] c811rJd.
Anino dr, 'I'Iie f'a t o of the w Lcke I i,~ int8restin.;:
••• 8. rav i ne _l_;j Cr)02,8ed~ by a t.hr ea d j tl~e barl f'a L'I f'r om it
into a river and are bitten by leeches; they are then
helped out by the people ont.he banks, an.t rF.;lTlEILnvr1.:t;h
t.hcm for a t Ln,e pr-opor-t.Lona t o to thei.r badne:-;o.. I)
9AMon~ the thiD~3 considered bad here are selfiGhn8~s, jealousy,
and a ~rudGln~ spirit.
Some tribes have Var:L0US cat8~ories and different Dlsces
for- tlJr)se who fall Lrrbo ea cn , 'I'he !T1'ier; 3ells" found among
~]Orile t.r Lbea y!lC:l.~c po sa l.b Ly b e of Cr,ristian ori?:in and [:lrL'l.(=;d to
l . '. 1.-lre~
'I'h e Po.'r· ('ua::; think tI!at evil 801)18 "'0 to a place full
(.J1' c'~ul~lrclYl3 of fire ••.• 'I'he f's.re8si b eLi.eve t.hat; a
fire which flickers up on tho way to the athol' ~orld
destroys t;}:1':: wi.c Ircd , but, chcu Ld the::r eur-v Lv e , D. h0rrlr)lc:
raoris t'J1' tears out their eyes and '1::i11sthem.••••trer)evil
go to a spring wher-e 8. continual fire burns thE:m. .
')~1.·t··.~1 ~'_n_~ rI'·l7.'.r)'E~-t'1.,b.n (ol8.e}' 101an(~), - u ~, _ l.1 _ ,:) co, ,0 w . .J.
''_['hlJ spirits, hen'Iovin', a ct. .9.8 juclr-:os, and t.ho se who do
not attain trIe r1.c'bt .standard aI'C:: ::8pt in an oirt.er-
circle whenc, Ely~ium is soen by them. The very wicked r,must wander up and down the 0arth forever in ~roQt naln. 'J
'rho feV! pe c p Le s t.ha t Vie have cr)nc~ir}ered by n') !:(loans "::;7-
dicnto what ~z zonerally true of them all. ~c shslJ. find tbeo8
~mjor vi~ws of savage peo,lo3 reflected, in ~odified or 0:~undod
I'orrn, In other dcv.elope.d relif_;lous v i.ow s ,
--.'._... ..------- ..~.-.~---._._,,-~.-~-........-.-.--------~---...--."'-.~--.---.-.------~-.---_ .......___ .. _- .... _"- - _._-_ . .--., .......-~
lI'hl' (}IJ __ .. ,
<r: t . ,'It._ 1. )l0 .• ,
~lbid. ,
10
acce~tance of the ~lnoan civilizatIon, about 1600 B.C., down to
thE; II,~11cn18tic period. rjefor~j 1500 D.C., ViE; know little of the
inh:J.bitant .:1 'Jf' the ma Ln.La nd or GY'C:E;C8e "Ezca va ti'ms t.hu s far
havs brouGht little to our attention relating to our interest
her-e , But the 1'.0 r-k of Sir Art hur- Evana and others In Crete has
£\n~rd:)hec1 much detail of the T'inrH1n clvili;;;ation. A .sOl1JY} claim
j;:; ¥Ylac1e for thE; identi ty elf the !"lnoan arid My cena eari reli(!ions.1
AS8v.mlD?: tbj_[~ to be true, t'he ~Iycen.El.()an~)criod, dOVTn t·) about
1200 B.C., may be viewed 0.3 , ~_. Vl_ClO.1.G (It
t.er-ml na t es 'lJitL the; Hcruer-Lc poorne, prior \:;0 w~Clic1:1 we hav e the
Doric invasions front the nort.h., The JTears 900 - f)OO D.C. 1?lit-
ne s s ed :~re8.t colonial exriarrs Lon , 'I'rieri came th8 cLa s a Lc aL :,)(;1"io':'1,
f'oLl.owe d by the Gro.eco-Hc)T(Jan, or "HeLl.e nlst Lc II period, with
whi ch our study closes.
As Hohdl.e pointe out:
Greek rellr~ion was a nacur-a l i~ro\'.Jth, not a s~C';ciQl foun-
dation, and the ideas and feelln~8 which 78.Ve it ito in-
war-d tone and outward shape ncv(;r' re ceL v(;d. abst ra ct f'o r-rnu-.
La t Lon, ,~
in my t.b and cult, 11ar1 sou.'~ht to 8xYlress tile bf.:;:!')nd.It V'fOE! cori-
-'-- ..,...-- ----~--~-----."'~---- ....~--,- ..--., .....----.---~.--~------~.- ...,- -. --~~...-- _. -.-.. *_.........._._ ...- .-._..--- ---_...0>- ...... A
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c e l v ed aC3 a ;:;harJ,cJ1iJ}rr::;cl.lu, a place u rikno i..n fully but; .Iar k arid
uninviting. To this aboQe all souls went. Burial ~ractices
an0 the existence of an early soul worship supports this vl~w.
men i aL po s.lt.Lon on earth to bein.,~;a kin,r-r,in the realm below.
At a very early tine, the souls of the dead were con-
'I'rie sc mig}lt be likened 1:;0 tile "alter e (?O 11;_) ,
the !!0 t '['I (-, '1." ct cs If' !! a y, It~." C'C') n (:1 'C. e l r It -,"c: f '1 ," c 'I'i n ('I' ,'- ',1-..',1,H- .;._ J ".,C> __ .J- _. ...~~ ••" ..J .J~..... , _. ~_., • ~v G~~ ... "_, 'v ~ other part
but independent of it. These conceptions are not always con-
siatent, ~owever, and one 13 obll~ed to generalize. Sometimes
the departed are pictured on the tomb-stones as like their
livins selves; at other times as they died.l The souls went
to Hacle s ,
(1) It is b erieut.h t.h e ear-t.h, '}enerally, t})e hod,;' of' t~,-e~legd,
thC)'IJ,E;ht of as in the "pl.ace of the uncl.erv;ol'l,J_I!.
(2) A departure of the life from th8 body is understood. ~h8
soul is set f'ree to 1';:0 "beyonil the cIa:;{and the sunset, far, far'
to the W8 st II )? Eades VTEJ.S a :p"rson. T}:.'I.c ci.8Q(~, werrt to 1:d,8 riouee,
bode of t:~}.c de'rlarted. They wl-!o sntercd [-;ac'Lescame not out, for
-----.------ ......-,-....._-.-~,,_.-.-...- ,.--.--.~,,-----.. .._--.--..---~-~~~~.-.-.~_.~-- ~-~.,.-~._.__- ~---,---.------.--..~--_-
211)" rj' ,r, r-, ..-,. .L' .• , J) •. ~c..~'I...).
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stone soil allo~d the rivers to disappear, or
wher-e the C::.i.VCE,led to the 11nr:er\'!Orl:J D.nc1mists rose f'r-cm the
the nether rBgi~ns. (I','ourninr_::),
and of imaginary river,s
of the i]ref)]c tl~ought. Crl.aron :_t'erl'ied the dead; Lethe V.rcL3 the
"Spring of f'o r g o t.f'uLno s s II. Tile geograp1:LJ o:['the re.n Lro i:::, CCL1-
p l.e x ,
J:Jor' V~Y8.E\ t.ne id.ea of
Gres}: conceptions. Another r rv er , the Pyr 1pblegethoD (lI1"lam-
In:~; w I t.h fire") f Lowed Lnto tic AchcrcHl. Over tllE;sG rivsrs
whi ch s epar-a t ed the dead f'r om t.r.e livinc, the soul of the de-
c e a s e c1 rnu 8 t ~pD..S S • There 'i!a::: 11.0 c s c a p e s" All must go to
Amon~ tbe reliGions oj the worlQ none is more a ,art of
the life of the people than .ls the Greek. 'l'be Lr- [.:,orI8 were but
8.n(1 space; alcJ:lOugh, p er-riap s , not as lJIUClj. so 8.8 we ro or-dl nar-y
men. For our knowledge of Greek roligions, customs, ond beliefs,
~e are Indebt8d to the poets End philosophers. It seems to be
9.!':reer:t t.hat those Ld.e a s pr-c c eriteu by Horner arc not n~"lr0 c on st.r-uc-,
~--- ,-~-"---.--.--.,,--.-.-.-,,-,,-.,,.,,- ._. ----.- ..--~
lIbido, n.231.
generall'\T h.el.d "'F10YI""tJ ..../ ~-~ LA." .. ~ ... c;:-::)
trayed anQ preserved in the immortal epics.
While th~rB is nothing particularly attractive about
the
that, apart fror'1 the
C a s e f.'~ c......:l".') a 'f-_' (~',J.J ~: '~:. E.'~c -"L'"1 "","_'"1 rin_~;r ,c.'~ ", ~ .. h c» r-e C r:J 1" e 0 .r:" ~ "l" .. 1... r , _._, ~1' _ ~ (h Lt__ - l,_J..0."d CCl._." J. C'. Inn. c t!. n::Lr;{ler
order than those of primitive man in 5eneral. There is a COD-
apLcuoua absence of the crwIe arid irr'ational elementc:; tlUlt rr'i)rk
primiti VB system::". '1'here is no Tlpunisbment for punis[1Inent '3
and theology reflect this fact. Before the Homeric epics, Greek
sake!l" qlwpva t}'Q~e- '.'~ p T,'eason for the act.,t.-'_I_'.~I;~ .......,,-,_,J J-_,,:';A-. ...
field, thero can be no claim ':Tladeto any unanimity of opinion
eachat oLog.i.ca L ideas vo/er'evague. F'urtlwrmore, in the entire
or
As we have seeD, priDitive peoples aro accustomed to
attribute unlimited powers to the disembodied Boul-powers, all
the mo re forwidablc because they are ly)t seen. They anz:iously
seek the good-will of these essentially active spirits. Al-
vieV'j among tIl.eGreeks was not dissimilar
-r.'JDouSh the pre-Homeric SOMethln~ of the shadowy
:frr'.)l~!_'.. I-l,",l· _. • f- ", ~ ~ "" ., nt 3r)lYle""a·; nt ...l!....~.;:j, 1,\, C1:L11e.,'eo- 0 '." J:-' ~-"" ,.:,).
and even material notion of the spirit of the dead predominated.
But these splrits were es,sentia11y impotent. l(,,'h118, to human
plied. Horner pictures them as requlr5-ng blood, the !!life-prin-
eyes, tJlese were dreamli\c8, '(Ilaterialism of some kind seems irJ-
ciplelt--for any degree of strength.
rrhl.'c. vita]"'1:; r "c, t-___ .. , ... 1. >J 'da,;:" a, best,
t empor-a.r-y 'rrJf:ll.cl.rF;' consciousness and conversation possible. rrhe
_ J' ".~ :0. •. - c)
eleventh book of the Odyssey makes two fairly definite statements
ab~ut th~ state of the dead. In tLe first place it is clear
that c.1eatrL VJ8.:~ +rie end of life aCJ 1t VIas known h er-o , 'rhe !.loral
Bath thought and conscl~usneDs seGm to CUt;'lC VlJ.. tJl the clrinkin~t_)
of blo00, 80 the 3pirita 3eek it. Tir8~~as S8.yc:
",'JhC)30':;;'lGr 0:[' the dead t.h t bo departed t':l'JU ,sb.alt
:';llfC(;r to dr8J!I n l.: to the blood, he eria Ll, tell [:;}lee
c'oo-c'}-,. bl1-':Ct-loll "halt rJrlldo""'; = nv t.ha t OIlE'- ....1:0.11'-' ov ......, I_.!...J J__ .J.L __ kJ __ - 1....:,.- C..J-. 1·....,)' v - - J ~_)--- -~
~o back to his own place 8.znln. -
':.'h1;:; sup::_:Ll..-,;s the:; l:eJ' to the iv"cond statement, narne Ly , t108. t
there seems to be a complete lack) i~ this illsubstantlal ~tate,
of tLe _j()7 knovm in real life e
The Orphics consi<ler,:;d that for 8. soul to Lnhab it .:J.
body Ln the first inst;';J.nce vms a puni::lbment of lirnitatirJn. 'I'he
soul was divine and therefore im~ortal. The body wao .:J. tomb.
At death, the soul 3urvlvBd or becaue oytinct accordin~ to its
inh'~rent vrorth ')r the ab~~(::nc8 of Lt. The spirit Ll.veI in the
tomb , in the old horne of its form3r d1i'Jelllng, OT in a "Par
lanl.1". Hebirth in 8.not:'J.~r bo dy is i'OUD,J_ ao far back as PLo~La).:',
wno ro three s u c o e a oL VB experience:3 o Le a n ae d t.h e sou L, t.nwor- thy
souls eventually lost their entity 21to~ether. Som0 ~8re 1'0-
warder}, ot.he r s punished. But, uen.(;Y'cllly, pun lsumcrit. Ir~8tc.d out
for rie Lno u s crLme s, 8,8 Gurtler, Cir1'01' infidelity t'wlar',Js the
-I --Odyssey XI. 147.
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gods, w as relE,tlvely r-s.r-e, 7,nat lnstances are known to us
brefthe a certain reasonableness. Where pOSSible, ~eforma-
t Lon seems to helve been the go sL; punishment 1J\f~I.S remedial.
Some souls, however, were too wicked ever to return to earth,
and the s e remained forever in '1' ar-t ar-u s •
The Greek was unlike the primitive man in this further
cons:lderatLon: Although hi s splr-It world, sUr:.-erfici81ly viewed,
seems akin, the element of extreme t'e ar- is ab sent in normal
life. EVen if we grant that in eerly thoU~lt the element of
fear was undeniably present, it must also be granted thet this
factor arne Ii o r-a ted in the advanced polytheism of Homer. Fernell
says of this period:
We see then thet the current conceptions about the
Gods had ceased to be inspired merely by fear. A
ml Lde r- sentiment had come to tinge religious thought;
the dej.ty was regarded not only as B righteous God
of Ve-nge ane e , but EtS loving mercy and c ornp as s l on end
8.S E, defender of' the we ak arid destitute •••• and.
[:;11esanctity of t.he oath t akeri in the n arne of the
det t.Le s of tne ui~'lJer and lower' world w as the basis
of much prIvate and commun8l morallty. 1
Fur t.he r-mor-a , in pre-HorneTic times it. 1s entirely po ssibLe tn8t
spIrits were conceived of as returning to the living for weal
or woe. j',nd t.he r-e were n f'u rie s n--personified. curse s; splri t s
0]':.' the lower wor-Ld 11 - - to admini s t er- pun l ahmerrt for the crime s o f'
violence. li'or the w Lc ked, terrors were many , He might well
fear these "w i ng ed beings, surrounded by serpent:s and ar-med
wl th goad s or lnstws.1l2
_ ..---_ .._----_.
IParnel1, L. F., Ou_tl_1neI-listor;y of _Q_!:,eek Helig:i.on, London:
Duckworth &: Company. ID2r, p.29.
2Fairbanks, OPe cit. ~.239.
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••• r indeed himself was cognlsant of such forMs
of tcrI':Jr 8.,'3 a bLaclc 'l-::er'--PeneloY:H;' Ij_:lcens Arrt Lnoa s
to one; the ancient folklore ~f.Ar201is was aware of
a bad i3Dirit that. once I'avar.';E:U 1.t s horne s , 'I'rie e ar-Ly
popula:r: ima;.d.nation VTHS sure to .Lave lnheriter.lor to
. oJ 0 fhave evolved such creations O['f:l.'l.r; arid a b.l a c.lc Earth-
Goddess wl t.h a horc;es head. a n.l snake locks, wrio lived.
in a darlc cave at Pl':i:;aleia, almost certainly in the
Pre-Homeric period, was a sufficiently terrifyinz per-
sonality.' 1
Yet: .\,1ie oug}Jt to recognize that at no period of h1.8 h:i.story
was th~ ordinary liellene ghDst-ridden, worried and
cUsrna.yed. by deyn;~n:iac terror 2, Dr b7/ l'lorblc1 anxl ety
about the other world, or his destiny after death;
at least, no w l Ll. not appear so when we compare his
religion and theolo~ic~l records with those of Babylon,
EEypt or Christendom. G
of fu.t~LJ..it.y as a tor-m of puni~jhmeDt. In each instance there
is a clear reason for the penalty. The first story Le: tllat of
Sisyphus, who was a crafty and avar-LcLous king of Cor:'Lnth.
After' C:Lerd;]], in the Lower- world, rie 'J0'8.,3 co ndemnod to roll to
the top of a hill a hu[~e stone, v.rhi.c,h c.orist arrt Ly rolled ba ck
aeain. Fis task was incessant. ~C:leeecorid e xampl e is one In-
t.er.e stLng both .l.nitself and in th8 fact tha t our En,~:lj_shl.'.'c)rr}
'tantalize' finds its essential meaninr in the e~~erionce.
'I'ant aLus was the son of ZelJ.s and t:·1.8 n:rJY1pb. Pluto, and fa t'U(::I' of
Zeus, he was plun~ed up to the chin in water, with the finest
Luscio us f'r-ult s 11an:~1.n[::; over h1s 1\,(3':1.(.1.. r:vE:.:r bE; f.';rn3p(~d at trIe
f r uib , bu t they r-e c ed ed, as di.d t he 'J'f1:cl.terwhen he tltoo:;Jc::d to
Ipqrnell (l~ cit. n.37 .. L -_.._~, x. _
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ment s , rphe thin~_; so dSf:lrab1c was unu tt.a l.nub l.e , .s.lv!a;J3 V'J:i_tbJ!e1d
from his pos8ession. Doubtless, this was Eell indeodl
r"anifestly, the Greek mind entertained definite notions
of sever 8 pun i.srunerrt , but t.h l s VJa S 8.1w:J.ys con,sid,ered the "wa
of' sin".
The soults sojourn in Hades therefore was for a time
of punifJll.l:'18nt and purlf'ication, even as life itself
was a penance for sin. Accordine to a cO~"on belief,
at lcast Ln P12,to's day, after a thousand yearD the
soul entered a new incarnatIon, and so on throueh ten
rounds of earth arid Hades, until at La et , froed fY'CWl
sin and earthly clr-os s by f'a Lt.hf'u L ob s er-varic e of a
hol71 life ~)n earth and, by UJe pu~ific~t~_on whi ch i:t.
underwent oelow, it recurned to lts dlVln8 abode; but
tho s e v/ho nerslsted in s Ln were condomnod to all the
pun l chmorrtj, V;:,1.C11 man t s irGap~inatj_orL could devl s e ; t.~1O
w l cke d VIers ClOOl'1Cc1 to lie if 1 ;jm.J anJ_ filt1" whi Le
evil dOFlons rent their vitals. Indeed the lY)rroI's VJldc}l
the L',edieval CbrlstLul, loved to depict in order to
terrify t.he w l.ck.ed ••••• were first c1ev~_;:(~(Jby tLg3 OY'!;l':i.cs
and their heLrs , for ex!~,-ctl-:l the S8.l'18 purpose. 1
Early Honan vlews of brie fate of the hurian Soul, or o
not urn-e La t ed '[;') ti~lo~:,e01' the Greeks. 1f;itb trw pa s s Lnr; years
Rome borrowed, increasin~ly, the Greek ideas and culture, a-
rno vrnLch were eschatological terJY18 and iden s , SupBY'fic La Ll y ,
the two peoples s eem to riav e points of agrecyr"cnt in th.l s field;
yet, in Italy, the conceptions of the Soul's Ilfe were always
ruoro pr-act.Lc.a.l , 10 S s iro.acinit iVE, and :')lc t.uro squo, ana , :::~enel'ally,
riar-ahe r notions vrex:« entertalned. 'I'he La r cs Vlere spirito) of trte
deac}.; Ilancs the f~~ood spir:Lt::::. 'I'rie horne of thesE;wa:J bcneatl! the
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earth, and they were worshipped at a place, IIMundusll, a pit
hollowed out of the earth. At the founding of a city this
consecrated hollow was covered w:i.tha great stone !11apis
manalis". By the removal of this, access to or egress from
the lower region could be had.1 The Larvae and Lemures were
the souls given to mischief end harmful deeds. Care had to
be taken that men were laid to rest properly. Later, bad souls
were relegated to "Tartarusll•2
The Romans regarded the spirits of' the dead as, in some
sense, d.LvLrie , 'I'he tomb was alwEI.ysregarded as an altar. 'I'he
living could, by offerings, influence, and in turn be influenced
by, the dead. Various ceremonies expressed reverence for the
dead. Very early, t.here is evidence that the dead were possibly
buried within the family dwellings. Cemeteries have been found
just outside cities. In e8.rly Rome the dead were buried in
tombs shaped like huts similar to those used by the living.
The deceased were considered as needing, in that state, all
that was needed here; hence, a multiplicity of items were buried
with him for comfort or use. These were considered as having
ghostly survival.3 Periodic offerings of food and drink evident-
ly possessed the same significance.
lFa.irbanks: Mythology of Greece all.dRome. p.229.
2tr.E. R. E. J. S. Reid: 11 state of the De ad" • Roman
pp. 839-840.
3Ibid., p.840.
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found amon;.: the t}reeks. fact t.hat the r~~oodapir i ts c':.1.l1-
of ths 0ea~ 18 seen in appeasement ~f thorn; and various rites
"'18re u s ed to e xoe L u:':jde8~;_rabl(j spirit:-:: from the abode 0f the
Ilvln~>
G. 1;'. ]'oore says: The spirit of cbs an cest.o r-a , tho
vi Par-erit.urn, we r-e believed to wat.c h over t.n o riou s e
and to aven~e infractions of the ordinancGs of the
f'amiLy , !rh0~ Romans na d no vivid im8.f';ination of the
state after death, and no notion of a retribution
beyor/I; bv.t. they had the Lr- share of the Vlorld.-wide
belief in ~host~, spectres, and bo~eys, and tried
o dissuad~ their visitations, partly by offcrln;s,
pa r-t.Ly tJy a.v er a Lve rites, as vrb,t'D in the LeT?Ur~D. thEJl
householder threw out nine blac£ beans at mldnl t.
In the VI tho book of t.rie Aeneid, Vlr[,~:tl Imitat0S
the story of Odysseus's visit to the entrance to Hades to
c~nsult thb soul of Tiresias. From this necromancy, or con-
Bultation of the d~ad, we pain a picture of its state. Vlr~il
combines previous 3tori~s of visits in describin~ that of
!umean to the lower world. Two doves cerrt by TIEmus conduct
him to the tree with the golden bou7h. The SIbyl, t~kln~ this
tVlig, leads h l m tl:u'OUi?;h the deadly vapors of Lake Aver-nu s , in-
to a cave, througrl. a dark wood "'J11e1'(.;:dWE ll Ha r-p Lo s, I}orgons,
and other monat.e rs , They reach Acho r-on , where Charon ferries
t.hem throus:;h the fields of Sadness. At the })artirH~ of' the 'v1J~LJ'S,
the abode of the lost souls is seen surrounded by the burning
10. P. ~oo1'e, History of Reli~lon8, Ne~ York: CharIss
Scribner's Sons, 1913, p.55l~
A0neas l~ n~t allow~d to look, for:
The feet of innocence ~ay n8ver pa~s into this
.~~!.O"L~ 0 e o f' rS ;..:0 tI
t.ne :3:lhyl.
'['ber:!aJ~)rit-Jof souls mu st. be pun i ahed by successive rc-in-
carnations. This fearful pictur~ is hei:~t8nod by th6 viG~
of its opposite, E:1:rsLum--theabode of the bleat. rrhr:;Cl, they
return. These scsnes, it is said, are graphically depicted
in Etruscan tOiTlbs.l
'I'he Greek idea of a relentless and Lnexor-abLe door-
keeper ~uardin8 the exit from Hades is reflected in the Ro~an
idea of a II,Jan:i_tor".In Italy there were marry spots on the
earth's surface at which the great underworld Gade its presence
known , Among tbe earliest Homan cults was that corme ct e-t w l.t.h
volcanoes' J·rld·e~Prj· t~e r)r'l'~l'nall'nhabitant3 of the city, t'rle..._.~"J, - _ ~-"~, .l_ " t.:"'-
Albans, were in all probability driven forth from their h~mes
by volcanic GctivitJ.
thrO"i:li2)1the wrioLe
The oLd Roman religion was organized and regulated at
a ver7 oarly tirnee As an established and. fundamental instl-
t.ut Lon of trio st.at e, IlitV'ftl.S per-pet.uat.e d with no easerrt.La I
We may say in truth that tJ:-J8Homan ideas wer-e somewhat
gross and material; and the moral idea is 1888 developed here
than in the Greek views. In this respect these lde:ls are not
1Fa irbank 3, gy_t.h0J: 0 ~~y__.o.L_ ..02:~.·?~~_£__~E!:l.J'~C?_~le• p •~2:3~2, f 0 0 tnot e•
2F 0 or 8 C;• Ii'0 0 t, op • cit. "9. ',,:-j 1 •
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urH"JorthypI'e dece sSOl'S of later Lat tn theo18':~ian~1wr'JO:3 e ViSY1S
we shall consider.
Egypt VIas a civilizaticJD old, VEU::t,and comp l.ax , LonD'
'-~
before the Sphynx looked in Lmmu tab l.eand 0pen-eyed wo nde'r a-
cross the desert; before the pyramids had becun to weather the
slow ~rinding of Time, Kin~s ruled and died and reli~lon flour-
lshed. Fr-om tiri1e,iJnrJ1em,orial,the narrow valley o f t.rie Lower-
Nile VIas Lnhu.blt.ed by a people who subsisted by pastoral and
B3ricultural pursuits. Like a lonG silver snake in a meadow
of green, the Ni18 made h0;rwa's to the G ea beneath a flat'1inC!;
sun, and held the destiny of millions safe in the dependability
of her fertility. Little wonder' tl:atOld Sol arid the HiveI' be-
came deified. The sun was He; Osiris repres(";ntedthe Ji LLe and
its fertILity. These two were surely Egypt's parents; and. the
child was cultured and religious.
The dead were greatly feared. Egyptian beliefs about
the abodes and destinies of souls were confused:
•••1JOVJfLereis the junble of inconsistencies, wh Lch
seemin~ly never worried the E~yptian mind, more hope-
less than here.[ i.e. concernin~ the state of the deadJ 1
Further~ore, each new period in EgJpt's long history left its
relir~:iousimpress in aorc e sliu',htcharige or ac1dltior. T:rman
"Creed II, ,layne:3Ba Lk L e. 1~~rn.Tr't 1an~.-7::",-",_-:-~ • v.4. ,
makes this point clear:
~-. --..._"_._ .._,--,-_ ....._-_._._-_. ---..~ ..-..--....-'----------- ..-..-.---.-.- ..---- ......~-~...------____.-- ... .-.- .---
••• the confusion of ideas, national and local, old
arid new, Lnc rea s ed 'lilt!:_ e\r8ry 81)Cce:331v8 periorl, and
added to the Mass of rellgious details that rejoiced
t-'(18 Eg'TY)1:.ian tr2.p;olo'Tj_ans, but wni.ch no r-er-ar d with
ho r-ror, 1,
Th o :r_~;:syptians'b eLi.e ved in an unde r-wor Ld rer,r,ion. So~:aris
VIEU:; one of t.rie Gr)ds of the Dead whose shrine, Eo-Set'::n':l, IIt:1.8
[,;at f;~l of t.he ways !I, leri s tI'aight to the undervJorld. 2 KlnJ~s arid
men were always considered in different cat0gories both in life
and death.
From the earliest tbnes Egypt's religion was charucter-
Lzed by Lrrt.Lnat e relation betweeri tn e C'ods, arid an irua.La , accord-
ing to the particular locality in w!lich each was found. As we
have seen, primitive tribes have aLrnl.La r- worarti.p in this eonnr;;ct-
ion ; but E;Z:ypt is peculiar in the "per-p i:;;tu8.tir)n of thi :J:!lorrJhip
rl.
as 101_common pattern for rel-J_v,:'l.onto the latest ti~lC;:l.l'u r:Chtl[cl,
in spite of Slj_f~ht variations, we Hl8.Y t.r ea t of our inter'jst l.n
connection with this people as havin~ a continuous history
t.nrour-n the 01:1 and :"'idcUe 1dnr:"doms, and the Empire.
~arly Egyptian reli~ion WBu not divorced from myth and
magLc; these 'b eLnr; inextricably mixe d with ltz "fetishism", or,
II·I--oj-or([-ie"11" a s -')""10 nre'f"<>r'·1--0 Labe L -. -1:- L!L ...J"._~:..))._,c:.::;'b(.l.L-"""- ..... _v V .........OM~: ... lJ" .... Recent discoveries
have sriown that E;£yptian cu.Lt.ure x·08.c"hec1great heL:ht:~ uncJ_er
____ . ... ._-_- c_._._ .. __ .__ ... ---- , .._. . ._. ... ._ ------- ..~---
London;
r.;·]-b· d>oJ. l ., PlJ.lS,109.
OJ.oore, (3. F'., p.lL1C.
L1 lb' -l:<: :J_C • ,
Dynasty. Ferc too, relie:ion "a.ppe ars in f'or:rl13 wh l.cr, siex:« p or«
p et.ua t.e.I vii t.rio ut essential ch£l.D.g>3 to t.n e end".l
Er)3y/cian r;raves and b'ur LaI cuatoms b car amp l.e (::;vlrJonce
of 'l:;hr:;'ir shi.3.l'ini_~ th:-:; universal belief' t:hat t.rie dea'] eur-vi v e in
a mode diff81'ent from this life, but wit~ the same needs. fre-
qlJ.ently Inages in t.ne f'o r-m of po r-t.r-a Lts or met.a L maalcs a c com-
panLed the rlead., It VIa:::: believed that the image of t.n e man ';;3S
have an imperishable habitation. Some early klnps had with them
in burial, in emaLl side-cha:'!'lbArs, trH';ir w l.v e o , r!~uards El.n<l CJD0'f:;.
And much r(10I'e lnigb.t be said of burl or] treasures, embaLrri.nv , and
ree;ular cuLt s for the offerinp~s of food, drink, and clothinz.
Bnt tree f')regoinf{ will suf'f Lce ; the case for a 11f'3-1i\;:e ir:1..mor-
t8.lit-y is clear.
'I'rre d..e a d J.nhab:i ..ted the t.ornb s , rrheir spirits were not
always confined there, but Might wander about at leisure, in-
h~bit animals, or assume their form. The state of the dead
zenerally follows the pattern of this life. About 2000 B. U.
the r-e wS.s also a belief in "the urid l ocov er-e d co un t.r-y , f'r-orn who s e
bourn no traveller returns!!3 and in the lIh:l..d.den pLa c e s IT •
Othl3r orl,rlitiVe Ldea s are also reflected in Er~JT)tlan 1c18as. 'I'rie
lIbid., TJ.149.
2Breasted,
in Anci ent ErTvr.)t.
--r,'- ...----.---.-.-.'.~p.52-53. --
J. E. Develomnent of Relir~ion anri rl'hol..U"ht
P (J. '''1 -Y"Y'k • '-C'h~.~I' 9'-e;;- c, C"'-I~'l':-r"·1-~~::-r·,:,'r-:~;---7-:-0'-r.·~~..>:;-"-....,. qT?'-
_~ ./ \I __ 'J _ ~ _ • _~CJ.. _L 1...,1 ~ _,_ f.) . ._, >..) )._,\ ... " J.. .... .J !II
'7qroore, G. Op. Cit. D.IGO.
Osiris i2 the kinr of th~ ~end.
Th~ pa8sa~e ~f the ~oul is pictured in the Book of
Portals.2 Thrall, tht:)38 portf:'..l:::of t}'](::; soul pa sees , bu t each
serpent, an~ is opened only by tho pronouncement of the mn~lcal
wor~ by the ~od.
rot uri.I ik:e the TCo sa i c decalo[~>,uG, the If sins t! to be C0D-
Those may bs against
ma n 0T' ;~od. 'l'hePyrarrlidtext and trJ.e Book of'treeDe ad f'ur nLah
our infon~ation, in the ~aln, concerning the futuro of the
wicked. Th83e texts c0~bine references found in coffin texts
and inscriptions found in the pyramids. The Pyramid tG~t is
the: older .~n (4 '(['10 ,-. p, 'l·Y1'p 0 r- ·t~,n't jc. ..._ __~". J..~" L _ _ ...:.~. • In c ons LderLnv tl',r::_.
ln~, the moral not8 is seen to be very prominGnt, an is tho
fear' element.
Truth, the roof of' vir.icb is cr-owne d w l.t.l. f12.[:'.'3"-;. 'l'll,'3 12-:'=th
book 0f the Book of the Dead depicts the ju~~mcnt. 021rl~ [re-
The candld0t0 for tI'!al ~8
.--,-- ....... ---.~-------~~~...-~--,-.-.------~-.~--_.__ .--".__ ._-._~ .. , --- -------.~--~-------. -'-'~'''--.'--'~ _ .._. ~- -..--.~---..- ....._.
l J' -- .oore ,
}.::enr~:r• Or. C."Lt , r·vil•
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the or inal territorial divisions in Egypt. Their nm~~s are
scared sirmer appears and pleads
in tl18 ba Lanc e ,
L n.., t.n i s [1 'LL C.f',l.l_ S t jur:r--a yw:m.ster
("~II f.' ('1 l!T',o."\!"Jl1'i'" c. '0' ,', 'I ,~Ie <, o. """~b (.'.r'l f-: S..J' C. _ _ ./..A. ,J 'f....,/ , __ ~. _, ....... IJ ,.,. '.1 _" 1- _L oJ' .... ,. .~. J
ll,'oore,r:,.Ei'., On. Cit. p.1Yi!::).
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d) Hindu.
Aryan immigrants moved down from the central plateau
of Asia, it is supposed, and settled in India, giving birth
to the S anskri t language and to the religion known success-
ively as Vedism, Brahmanism, and Hinduism. This religion
expressed itself in many shades of belief, but was cnar-ac ter=
ized especially by idolatry and transmigration of souls. There
are many sects, with divergent views, within this system; yet,
all alike are orthodox Hindus. And there are many scriptures,
some professing to be the revelation of the Surpeme Being,
while others do not. 'I'he Vedic literature includes what are
commonly known as trle four Vedas, the subsequent ritual wri t-
ings called the Brabmanas, and the Upanishads which are phil-
osophic additions. The Rig-Vedas consist of 1028 hymns, and
are the oldest literature, belonging, probably, to between the
15th and lOth centuries B.C.l
While considerable change took place in the course of
centuries, this did not affect our particular interest appreciab-
lye From the beginning gods and spirits abound--not without
confusion--in this great religion of India. For centuries the
dead were burned, excepting children and great saints, the
bodies being taken to the banks of a holy river before death
if possible. All kinds of precautions were taken to keep the
spirits of Hell away, as surrounding the bed with a ring of
IGrant, G.M. The Religions of the World. Edinburgh:
Church of Scotland Committee on publication, 1932. p.82.
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cow dung or by putting a sacred plant or stone by its side.
Or a cow might be brought and the dead man would be transported
across the waters of death by seizing her tail. Upon death,
the body would be burned on an open pyre. When partly consumed,
the skull was cracked by a blow with a club to allow the exit
of the soul, and this was followed by food offerings for the
benefit of the dead.
The wicked went to Hell, consisting of some twenty-one
or twenty-eight divisions ..-there is no agreement at this point.
Yama, once the ruler of the blessed dead, is now the infernal
judge and executioner.l But this point is disputed by A.B. Keith.2
Moore says:
"••his two messengers bind the soul of the dead man
and hurry it before Yama's judgment seat; there he is
confronted by the recorder with his book, in which
all the man's deeds, good and bad, are set down •••"
"On the thirteenth day, the soul having in the mean-
time grown a kind of intermediate body, the mLnd.one
of Yama conduct it e,lther to heaven or hell. The
road to the latter 1s eighty-six thousand leagues
long, 'lnd the hardships the hopeless sinner encount-
ers upon it are a foretaste of the torments to which
he is being hurried. Plunged at last into the par-
ticular hell towhlmhe has been adjudged, he may
find himself in a Bolgia full of heated caldrons,
or of red-hot irons, or in a lake of blood or stink-
ing mire, or be driven through a jungle where the
leaves of' the plants ar e sharp knives, or a plain
paved with iron spikes; there is a hell of pincers
with which the flesh is torn from the bones, and
many more. These hells are not places of eternal
punisbment; the doctrine of rebirth, the transmi-
gration of souls, maintains its.place, and serves
its old use in explaining the inequalities of' earthly
fortunej ••• ·3
IMoore, G. Foot.op.~cit. p.348.
2H.E.R.E. v XI,p.843.
3Moore, G.F. op.cit. p.348-9.
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Rebirths are clearly retributive. T:le soul may rise by good
efforts or fall by bad ones in the next incarnation. And
although punishment is not considered eternal, it is COl11..men-
surate with the crimes of the indiviiual and he must work out
the consequences of hl.sdeeds through an innumerable succession
of bodies.
There ~s another suggestion:
rf1l1efate of those who failed co achieve such a boon
(heaven] may then have be en,. • • mere annihilation,
with which would accord the stress laid by Rigveda
on the length of life as the gt'eat aim of man. But
we also hear of a deep abyss made for those who are
fa1se, ••• "1
Of other fates of the dead there is no direct proof in the Rig-
Vedas. The Hindu views, as reflected in these statements, are
ext.r-eme Ly horrid and very vivid. Yet, though all this be true,
there remain some admirable points of interest. There is a
judgment of a personal nature, where merits and demerits are
considered.. There is retribution and degrees of punisbment,
but these are neither meaningless nor eternal torment. And,
despite the hideous possibilities involved in transmigration
of souls, there is in this grantedly unattractive doctrine the
possibility, however remote, of the bad becoming better. The
clearly moral nature of this picture is evident when it is
contrasted with the viciously unjust creations of the Latin
theologians of our Christian era.
• • • •••• • • •
In.E.R.E. OPe cit. p.843.
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e) Buddhist ..
Buddhism is related to Brahmanism, which was the fore-
runner of Hinduism, and is thus a br-anch of the religion of
India. Gautama, its founder, lived and died a Hindu and had
no intention of giving rise to a new faith.l Later Budilllism
has, beyond a doubt, the most thoroughgoing eschatological
systems of all religions, in the view of the writer. But
originally this was not true; it was a development. Indeed,
Buddhism began as a system of Humar.itarianism. Having "•••no
future life and no God higher than the perfect man--it has
beconle a vast jupgle of contradictory principles and of popular
idolatl'y,••• ".2 It passed through many phases; it embre.ced
idolatry, demonology, necromancy and fetishism. And, as there
are no reliable scriptures before the Christian era3, it is
difficult to ascertain what is Buddhistic in an original sense
and what is pure accretion.
One of the events that made the sixth century B.C.
of great importance in the history of the world was the birth
of Gautama. Born with great social advantages--a good home,
wealth, and the power it gave--this great man was possessed
of a "divine unrest", and tore himself away from these things
and his wife and child in "the Gre9.tRenunciation". To attain
lGrant, G.~. OPe cit. p.lOS.
2Ibld.,109.
3Ibld.,ppllO,123 ff., note.
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to B~~ood was to become enlightened, to know. This, he
devoutly wished, nor was his wish unrewarded. And he is known
to history as one of its sweetest, purest characters. His
emphasis was simple:
'To cease from sin,
fro get virtue,
To cleanse one's own heart--
This is the religion of the Buddhas. 1
11here are two important terms Ln Buddhism wb.ich we
must briefl-y consider. These are "Nirvana" and "Karma".
Nirvana means "extinct". To Gautama it meant the end of rest-
lessness of heart and mind. Appetite and desire led inevit-
ably to misery. To be r:td of these, to attain to the extinc-
tion of desires was to attain to Nirvana, to cease to be.
Karma meant that a man's experience in this life was conditioned
by his acts in the previous state. It might be interpreted
as being a substitute for Transmigration. Moore states it
thus:
• • • The Indian religion was born of pessimism:
to exist was to suffer, and the sufferings of the
present lire were multiplied by infinity in lives
past and lives future with heavens and hells be-
tween--the eternal series of rebirth--in the in-
exorable causal nexus of the deed and its conse-
quence (Karma). The cause of this misery lay in
desire--ultimately, in the will to be; the only
se.lvation, in the extinction of desire ••• The
goal was the endless peace of Nirvana, freed from
the illusions of self and soul, from desire and
dislike, from the consequences of deeds done, from
the wheel of rebirth--a state of which the master
declared it profitless to ask whether it was ex-
istence or non-existence. 2
lIbid., p.114.
21,100re,G. F. OPe cit. pp. 80-81.
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L.de la Vallee Poussin seems to consider Karma as impersonal.
'J.'b.atis, "what transmigrates is not a person but his Karma".l
At any rate, rebirth is conditioned by bhe individual's Karma,
and acts have their retribution. "•••Denying the continuance
of the soul, Buddhism affirmed a continuity of moral conse-
quences (Karma)".2
The Hells of later Buddhism fall into two divisions:
Hot and Cold, arranged in corresponding stages in each instance.
(a) Hot Hells •
.'I'wentythousand leagues under Jambudvipa (the southern
part, •••) is the Avichi hell ("no release"[?])forming a
cube of 20,000 leagues. Above it are seven other hot
hells called ••• (1) Sanjiva, 'revivlng', becaus e winds
re-animate the (~ylng damned; (2) Kalasutra, 'black
string', which cuts the damned into pieces •••;
(3) Sanghata, 'dashing together'~ between mountains,
etc v ; (4) Raurava, 'weeplng'; (5) Maharaurava, 'great
weeping'; (6) Tapana, ,'heating'; and (7) Pratapana,
'greatly heating' •••'0
The general implication of these terms is clear enough, and
none too pleasant. But t.ncr-e is much more detail. There are,
on each of the four sides of Hell, excrescences, "hell Joar Q"t. ~--',
cells in which the wicked are tortured. '1'he8etorture chambers
are called 'fiery pit', 'che.ff-i'ire', 'corpse quagmire',
'razor road', 'cruel bird forest', etc. There are sixteen such
"Hell-jars", each having eight sub-divisions, givlnf:'~a total
of one hundred and thirty-six bot hells.
lE.E.R.E. "Karmali. V. 7. p.674.
2Garvie, A. y,;., "Bscha tioLo gy "; (Indian and Persian
Contributions). E.B. 14th I~ditj_on,19~9. p.702. vol.2,.
0L. de la Vallee P&ussin. H.E.R.E. "Cosmogony and
Co amoLogy '", (Buddhlst). v. IV, p.133.
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(b) Cold Bells.
'I'h.e se, too, are eight in number, and cor-r-eep ond in
size and divisions to t~e hot Hells. These arB placed in the
'intra-mundane darkness', wher-e there are ghosts of fearful
appearance. One of these Hells is called 'Atata', named from
teeth knocking, or chattering against each other with the cold.
The duration of Hell is staggering.
If [from] a load of sesamum seed containing sixty
bushels, •••a man •••every 100 years, were to take •••
one sesamum seed, that load would sooner dwindle
away than one ~bbuda hell: and even as afe twenty
Abbuda hells, so is one Nirabbuda hell.'
The time is interminable. The Sanjiva Hell is of five-hundred
years, w i,th one day and one night equal in length. to fifty
human years. Similar absurd descriptions abound. Those who
take life will be short lived; the wanton injurer of living
things will be diseased; the greedy and avaricious will be
weak; and the non-student of good, stupid. Add to all this
a Preta-realm, where ghosts linger about windows, f'ence s and
cross-roads--miserable creatures, long, Lariky , with dishevelled
hair and beard; mountain-bellied and needle-eyed, who ate
filth--add this, and every foul, ugly, fearful creation of the
mind, 01' that from which any 9ne of the senses will recoil
as being repugnant in the extreme; project all this into the
various hells the Buddrri.s ts conceived, and some idea of their
views of the fate of the wicked will _be had. They are, in
detail, too hideous for mention, and very graphically portrayed.
lIbid., p.134.
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f) Shinto.
Shinto, "The way of the gods", is the indigenous
religion of Japan. 'l'heOrient, as a whole, has but little
contribution to make to our discussion in this treatment.
China, as viewed through the religion of Confucius, has never
developed a thorough-going eschatological system of its own.
Bud.dh.Lamleft its indelible impress on this land, as it did,
by reason of' its remarkable adaptabili ty, upon .Japan. 'I'he
common man of .Japan could be a Shintoist and a Buddhist at
one time, and even reflect in his religion a good deal of Con-
fucian influence, and not be in the least conscious of the
origin of that which he embraced and cherished.
The historical period of Japan begins about the 7th
cBntury B.C. Before this time, it seems, mythology reighed
supreme. Shintoism is a simple religion. Shinto gods are
Chiefly nature gods related to fertility cults--gods who were
once men.l The religion of the "land of the sun" expressed
reverence to its irnperial ancestors and historical personages.
It is suggested that it, like many another religion, passed
through the phases of 'I'o t eml sm and the worship of the dead who
lived on in the grave. There grew up also a connection be-
bwe en the god.sas "preventative deities" and the ills considered
caused by demons--tfhostile and sa.vage beings of the root country"
and "hags of Hades".
IMoore, G.P. op , cit. p.95.
'The story of Izanae;i's descent to Hades shows that
by the side of this primitive belief in the continued
existence in the tomb was the notion of an abode of
the dead in the depths of the earth or beneath the
sea, a pJa ce of darkness and loathsome corruption,
imagined like the interior of' some great tomb filled
with decaying bodies. There are the "ugly hags of
Hades", perhaps a kind of ghoul. To this "root
country, the bottom country", as the remotest end
of the world whence there is no return, the sins and
uricLesnness of the people are sent off in the great
ritual of purification. '1 .
Most of the Hell ideas found in this religion are
largely the product of the deeply interwoven later Buddhism.
From this influence, Shinto reformers tried to break and to
restore the pure Shinto religion, but these efforts were futile.
MooI'e says further:
• • .One great field, however, Buddhism had to itself,
namely, death and the future life, for here Shinto had
nothing to say: heavens and hells, with all the fears
and hopes2that they excite, were beyond its primitivehorizon. '
In the Japanese religion the moral note is weak. It is almost
non-moral. There is no retribution in the ordinary sense of
the term. The future life was not a major concern. We may
conclude:
fhe ancient Japanese religion had no very definite
ideas of the future state of the dead. A land of
Yomi, or darkn~ss is frequently mentioned in ancient
~yths. Several gods are said to have go~~ there.
It is probably a metaphor for the grave. 3
IMoore, G.F. Ibid., p .107 •
2Ibid., p.120.
3Aston, W.G. H.B.R.E., "Shinto" v. XI, p.462.
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g) Norse and Teutonic.
The Scandanavian and Teutonic peoples of north Europe,
and those of Iceland, refl£;Jct,in their myths and gbost-lit-
erature, some interesting ideas of the fate of the wicked.
But, as Craigie warns,
Tt is doubtful how much of this is genuine and how
much is due to ordinary medieaval conceptions of
heaven and he11 •••• 1
Norse mythology continued until the·eleventh century
in the worship of Odin.· Wi thin thi s religion there are many
divinities, good and evil. 'l'wonoteworthy evil deIt Le s are
Utgard-Loke, a completely hideous being, and Asa-Loks, the
"evil principle". The latter is extremely subtle in his work-
ings for evil--he is even disguised in the beautiful. He is
a seductive force, to lead astray, to allure, to ensnare; the
sin or passion in the human race; the volcanic flame of the
earth; the fierce serpent of the sea; and "pale death" in the
underworld. 1 Thu~ like Odin, he pervades everything. He 1s
behind all terrible phenomena within the universe and in human
nature. We mlght interpret him as the personification of the
"problem of evil", a veritable Satan.
M.uch of our knowledge of this r e'lLgl.on Is inferential,
as we have no extant sources. But we know of the long-practiced
custom of placing articles with the dead. Here, as witnessed
elsewhere, this seems to indicate a belief in immortality.
lH.E.R.E. "state of the Dead" (Teutonic). v.XI. p.853.
2Anderson, R.B. Norse Mythol~. Chicago: S.C. Griggs
and Company, 18'79. p.3'72.
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According to Icelandic literature, mounds were placed over
the graves, suggesting t.hatthe grave is the home of the dead.1
The ., d f iWlCJ!.:ego to a.place a pun sbment.
The reward of the dead is believed to be according to
his deserts. There are various abodes of the dead, many of
them unplea.sant. Murderers and par jurers are tormented in a
great hall on tlcorpse strand" •
••:phe walls of this hall are wattled with snakes, whose
heads are turned inwards; these spout out venom which
flows through the halls in strea.n1s,and in these streams
the wicked are doomed to wade s " 2
The wic]{ed dead go to Hel. She is the unlovely goctdE?ss,or
giantess, of the region to which the unworthy are relegated.
• • • She rules over nine worlds in Niflheim •••Her Home
is called Helheim. The way thither, Hel-way, is long.
Its course is always downward and northward. Her dwell-
ing 1s surrounded by a fence or enclosure with one or
more large gates. Gloomy rivers flow through her world.
One of these streams is called Slid, which rises in the
east and flows westward through the valleys of,venom,
and 1s full of mud and swords. A dog stands outside of
a cave (Gnipahellir). With blood-stained breast and
loud howling this dog came from Hel to meet Odin, •••
when the latter rode down to enquire about the fate of
Balder. Horrible is the coming of Hel, for she binds
the dying man with strong chains that cannot be broken.';)
In this region of fog and mists, the northern limit of cold
and darkness, the wicked dead, unworthy of Valhalla, is visited
by Hel's maids. He can bear the gate of Hel harshly grate as
it opens to receive him into her vast realm. It has nlne
divisions, each worse than the other. The last is the infernal
Lcraigie, H.E.R.E. Ope cit. p.8S1.
2Ibid., p.853, puot. from Snorris Edda.
3Anderson, R.B. Ope cit. p.387-398.
pit. Here,
••.The palace is named Anguish; the table, Pamlne;
the waiters, Slowness and Delay; the threshold, Pre-
cipice; and the bed, Care.' 1
This after-world of spirits is manifestly closely related to
the life-situation and sense-experience of this life.
h) Persian.
The ancestors of the Iranlans, lilre those of the Aryans
of India, migrated from the high plateau of central Asia. One
movement of this people had been south-eastwards to overrun
India; while another came south-westward into Persia, gave
birth to the Zend language, produced the Zendavesta and, fin-
ally, established the Persian Empire. This happened some four
or five thousand years ago, it is thought, but it is not cer-
tainly known. The direct Zoroastrian sources are the Gathas,
the Later Avesta, the Pahlavi literature and theParsi-Persian
writings.2 There is something attractively straightforward
and consistent about the Persian religion. Its influence has
been great, and we find its tenets reflected in Judaism,
Christianity and Mahommedanism. It was Dante's inspiration,
in part at least; and his "Divine Comedy" portrays the Persian
love of s~mnetry.
Excepting for the Gathas, the picture of the fate of
the wicked is fairly clear in the Zoroastrian scriptures.
lIbid., p.388,.
2pavry, J.D.C. The Zoroastrian Doctrine of a Future
Life. New York: Columbia University Press, 1926. pp.4-8.
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•••The Later Avesta, •••contains several passages ex-
plicitly describing how the soul of •••tho wicked is be-
lieved to hover near its earthly tenement, •••in fear,
for three days and three nights before it passes to
tho individual judgment. The Pahlavi and the Parsi-
Persian texts not only paraphrase the AV8stan material
with elaboration of detail but also contribute some
new ideas concerning the state of' the soul during thls
period of suspense.'l
In this period the experience of the soul of the wicked is in
every way opposite to that of the righteous. It is described
thus:
.Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazdah: '0 Ahura NIazdah, most
holy Spirit, Creator of the material world, Thou Holy
On e I Vmen a wicked one dies, where does his soul abide
that night?' Ahura Mazdah answered: 'Tbere, indeed, in
the vicinity of the dead, 0 Holy Zarathushtra, it r},lns
about chanting the words of the Kima Gatha. Unto what
land, Ahura Mazda, shall I go to flee, whither to flee?
On that night his sou); experiences as much unhappiness
as all that which (he experienced as) a living being. l·2
This continues three nights. The Pahlavi literature supports
this passage. In the Artak Vira~ Namak is related Saint
Viraz's vision of the state of the wicked. They undergo
terrible tortures. 'I'rie '~Ordinances of the Spirit of Wisdom"
further says of this period:
'On the first night the soul becomes restless on account
of its own evil thoughts, on the second night on account
of its own evil words, and on the third night on account
of its own evil deeds; •••".3
The soul-in-waiting has a great desire to re-enter the body
that it might make amends for its sins, but this is denied it.
1 .Ibid., p , 9.
2Ibid., pp.21,22.
3Ibid., p.24.
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The later Farsi-Persian literature describes the soul's weep-
ing and anguish upon the realization of its wretched lot.l
What we call the conscience is known to this religion
as the Daena. Man is endowed with free will and is entirely
responsible for choices.2 He is a moral agent. The judgment
is an individual one; the merits and demerits of the dead will
be weighed. It is this element, and the entire picture of the
tremenduous struggle of right against wrong, of light against
darkness, with the final victory of the right, that makes
Zara t.hu sht.r-a! s message so virile. There is puni ahmerif for the
unrig,hteous, but this religion is by no means one of gloomy
despair and pessimism.
The soul of the dead must pass over the Chinvat Bridge •
•••when it takes a step over the Chinvat Bridge, there
blows to him an exceedingly foul wind from Hell, so foul
as 1s unheard of among all the stench of the world. 'There
is no stench fouler than that; and that stench is the
worst of all the punishments that are visited upon it.'~)
It is then met by an ugly old hag--the personification of its
own sins.
Ijhenit reaches the middle of the Oh l.nvat Br:tdge, it
sees an apparition (surat) of such extreme ugliness
and fright~ulness that it hath never seen one uglier
and more unseemly than her. And it is as much terri-
fied on account of her as a sheep 1s of a wolf, and
Open
lIbid., pp.26,2?
21vTills,L. Our Own Reli gion in Ancient Persia.
Court Publishing Co. 1913. p.28.
3pavry, OPe cit. p.45.
Chicago:
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wants to flee away from her •••
She speaks (thus): ' I am thy own bad actions
(kardar i bad). I myself was ugly, and thou madest
me worse day after day, and now thou hast thrown me
and thine own self into misery and damnation, and
we shall 8uffer punishment till the day of the Resur-
rection. '
And she embraces it, and both fall headlong from
the middle of the Chinvat Bridge and descend to
Hell. "I
There are stationed at the Chinvat Bridge a triad of
judges, Mithra, Sraosha and Rashnu.2 The bridge widens for
the passage of the just, but at the approach of the wicked be-
comes as the edge of a razor.3 This picture is essentially
the same In all sources.4
•••We can say without hesitation that the doctrine
of the Individual Judgment is one of the cardinal
teachings of Zarathushtra concerning the life here-
C..J c~ -after, ••• ,j
The judgment is altogether impartial. The wicked man's
choice has led him to hell. Hell is "not conceived of primarily
as a sphere of retribution.1t6 It is described as a place of
"infinite darkness". Wicked dead surround the evil one upon
arrival, demons mock him, and Angra Mainu, the evil partner in
the Zoroastrian "dualism", and king of the lower world, sends
him loathsome and poisonous food.7 This, and "much misery and
lIbid., p.45.
21" • do t, ., p.67.
~vloore, G.F. OPe cit. p.399.
4parvy, OPe cit. p.l05.
51bid., p , 59.
6Moore, G.F. p.398. Ope cit.
71bid., p.400.
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torments of many kinds", must be suffered until the resur-
rection and the last judgment. SODle torments are retaliatory.l
After the final judgment,
•••the fire will melt the metal in the mountains till
it flows like a river, and :in its streams all are made
pure.' 2
Purther, hell, the Inferno, is called Drujodemana-- 'house of
the druj {or of the 11e),3
IvIazdeismhas a famous prose legend. Like Dante's of
Christianity, there is in the Book of Arta-i Viraf, the favorite
legend of the Parsis, a description of hell. st. Viraf des-
cribes the awakening conscience of guilt, the keen sense of the
wrong done in life, the great weeping of those who seek re-
pentance v.rlth tears. He says of the descent to hell:
... I beheld cold and heat, drought and stench, to such
a degree as I never saw or heard of in the world. And
when I went further I beheld the greedy jaws of Hell,
like the most frightful pi t, descending :tnto a very nar-
row and fearful place; ••• ',4
Moulton sums up the picture thus:
dell is full of darkness, sad volces, stench, foul food
and cold. It would seem that the conception of it spran~
f'r-om the privations of winter on the steppes durlng the
migration southward, when the preciousness of th e hou sa-
fire made Atar the very symbol of all that was best for
man. POl' the Iranian, hell and the demons were always
in the north. The idea of darkness is the distinguishing
feature of the House of the Lie. It worked out in the
1Ibid., p.401.
2Ibid., p.402.
'Z0Casartelli, L.C. H.E.R.E., "state of the Dead"
(Iranian), v. XI., p.847.
4Ibid., p.C147.
later fancy which conceives the damned so close to-
gether that they seemed an indistinguisable mass;
yet in the darkness each ever wails, "I am alonel"
'I'he ayrnbo Ll em of fire was kept out of this escha.t-
ology for obvious reasons. It was left to the im-
agination of Milton to comb i.rie the symbols:-
A dungeon horrible on all sides round
As one great furnace flamed, yet from those flames
No light, but rather darkness visible. l: 1
This great religion of Persia strikes a grand note when compared
with all that we have considered before it. There is a pre-
vailing optimism that, even though evil in its various forms
may seem to be the victor in the struggle, finally the works
of the devil in their every form shall be annihilated. Right
is might. God shall triumphl Ultimately,
e •• The works of the devil shall be destroyed, and he
himself' shall be for ever banished from the unl verse;
the earth will be renewed, and hell itself purged by
fire; men •••after •••the just retribution, will be
purified and restored to the eternal lif~ of holiness,
and all evil will be forever done away. II .
i) .Tewish.
Early Judaism was little concerned with eschatology.
Prior to the rise of the Prophets there was practlcally no
reference to the individual as such in this regard. God'
was working out His purposes in the group; IsraelIs collective
end was always the important consideration. Yahweh was a God
of jU[3tice and right, but this was true, primarily, with national
reference. The monotheistic emphasis arose within Israel--and
with it the cLea.r-Ly individual note--ln t.ne eighth- and
-----.-------------~-------------------
~\~oulton, J .H. Early zoroa~trian·ism. London: Williams
and Norgate, 1913. p.172f.
2:Moore, G.P. OPe cit. p.404.
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seventh-century prophetlsm.l Before this time primitive
escbatological :tdeas were derived from Semitic heathenism.2
Ancestor worship and sacrifices to the dead were practiced;3
the dead were greatly reverenced. As in ancient Greece, the
family grave was originally in the house of the living, and
all the graves were thought of as being united in one under-
ground realm called 8heol,4 and translated TlEell". "Hell" is
used to render the Hebrew Sheol (.J)X' 4-" , or"}~ t¥ :.... )
'•••it 1s now generally agreed that the word Hell comes
from the root 2~UJ , "to make hollow" (camp. Germ. Holle,
"hell", with Hohle, "a hollow", and therefore means the
vast subterranean resting-place which is the common
receptacle of the dead. ";)
In Old Testament times, "Sheol" was the grave; it was
in the lowest parts of the earth; "the land of darkness". At
death the soul went to Sheol; human relations ceased; but a
vague sort of self-consciousness continued. But there was no
clear knowledge, no wisdom, no life there.6 Yet, in the earlier
ideas, there seems to be some movement:
''1'heSheol or Tophet of the Jews is a gloomy place
of' the departed souls, where they are not tormented,
bu t wander abou t unhappy ••• '7
lCharles, R. H. Eschatology. London: Adam and Charles
Black, 1913. p.16.
2Ibid., p.19.
3Ibid., p.20,23.
4Ibid., p.;53.
5Abbot. E. "Hell" Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.
Vol. II; p.I037f. See also·Job 11:8; 10.21,22; Num. 16-:-30;
Deut. 32:22; Provo 9:18.
6Ibid., p.39.
?"Hell", The Columbia T~ncYClOtedla. (in i·)vol.) New York;
Columbia Universl t:{ Press, 194~O..p .trrr;
·14
Although there is no agreement on the pOint,l it seems
to the vvrlter that tr.l.ew ight of evidence favors the view that
t.b.ere is very little retribution in the Hebrew picture of the
fate of the wicked. 'l'hisidea, where present, is a late develop-
ment.2 It is suggested in such passages as Psm. 49:14:-
Like sheep they [the fools and brutish menJ are laid in
the grave; death shall feed on them; and the uprLgrrt
shall have dominion over them ••••
There was the conception of the "Day of Yahweh". God, in His
terrible majesty, will destroy Israel's enemies. 3.Joel pictures
the judgment of the heathen.in the Valley of .Jehoshaphat. Also,
there is a certain fearful prospect in pa ssagea+ as:-
Lsa , 66: 24. And they shall go fourth, and look upon
the carcases of the men that have trans-
gressed against me: for their worm shall
;ot die, neither shall their fire be
quenched; and they shall be an abhorring
to all flesh.' ,
and Dan. 12:2. And many of them that sleep in the dust
of the earth shall awake, some to ever-
lasting life, and some to shame and ever-
lasting contempt.
A world judgment and destruction is implied. God will destroy
the .enemies of'Israel, and her spiritual foes. The worst that
can be said ahIDut the Jewish ideas, then, is that they are re-
latively mild. Few and vague are the hell ideas in the
!N.J.
lAlger, W.R. Doctrine of a Future Life. New York,
Wlddleton, 1871,-p:I44.
2J•A• MacCulloch, "Eschatology". H.E.R.E., v. V, p.378,
~. 88:13; 94:17; 30:10; Job 14:3 with Ezek. 32:27.& Cpo
3.Joel 3:2 f.
4King Jame's Version. See also Isa. 4:4.
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canonical scriptures of this great religion. 'I'rie "torment"
idea is absent.
However, in t.hepost-ex1.lic apocrY9lhal writings there
are many apocalyptic passages which. indicate a decided develop-
ment .. tb
lip d' . IIAlso, there is literature is known as .e seu eplgrapna •
These were the books that appeared uncleI'assumed names, chiefly
in the two centuries preceeding the Christian era. They led
to a new view in eschatology, ancl at tbe same time bridged the
gap between the Testaments.
rleinterpreting and tt~s reechoing the old prophecies,
tl!.eapocalyp11c writers and speakers claimed to be poss-
essed of the Divine Spirit, like the prophets of yore, ••• 1
And, 'However much these ApocalYl)~·r.sts were indebted for
such radical world concepts to Parseeism, they §Bve
their message (a) specific Jewish character ••• ~
Apocalyptic literature grows out of B period of gloom,
bitter trial, political strife and crises, or national com-
motions. Thus, it is to be expected that it w:tll greatly stress
a message of hope, "judgment for the wicked and salvation for
the good". This it did. Under this stimulus, no greater a.d-·
vance was made in this period than in the determinatlon and
development of those eschatological ideas which bear upon the
reward and punishment of the good and wiclced respectl vely.
Inequalities would be adjusted; wrongs redressed. Whereas the
Old Testament had little to say about individual immortality,
this belief now became- more ~ 1 1 d fi dsssur-ec,more c ear y er a.rieo ,
lKohler, K. Heaven and Hell. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1923, p.60.
2Ibid., p.60.
'16
This also characterizes the Talmudic writers. 'I'he dim,
ahadowy state in Sheol did not satisfy the demands of a more
mature and sadly experienced people. The sixth century had
witnessed the Babylonian Captivity, and with it the contact
of the more hopeful P~rslan outlook. The Maccabaean wars
strengthened the growing feelings for personal immortality,
resurrection of trLebodyl and a just distribution of rewards
and punishments. Regarding punishment, the vindictive note
ls sometimes apparent. And the Messianic hope received new
impetus.
'The book of Wisdom sa-ys "•••the ungodly shall be pun-
ished according to their own imaginations".2 The same hints
of future retribution are scattered throughout the books of
the Maccabees. In the rabbinical traditions the sinners not
beyond hope went to Gehenna where remedial punishment was meted
out according to their deserts, and they then passed to Para-
dise--Abraham t S Bosom. 'I'rie incurably wicked, it seems, were
annihilated. There is no trace In the Talmud of rabbinlcal
writings of eternal punishment; it ls temporary.3
"Gehenna" (Ge-valley; Hinnom=a family name) means "the
valley of Hinnom" .--a valley on the west side of ,Terusalem where
11;1'_ M- -,~ac. c,?
2 3:1,5,10.
3See Dumroelow, J.'rt. Comtl1entaryon the Holy Bible. (in
one vol.) London: 'MaCMillan and co , , Limited. "DevelofimH<nt
of Jewish Religion in the Period between the ['est~ents',
p.lxviff.
4:7
refuse was burned. It is translated "hell".
'1'her8is a great im.propriety in translating two words,
so different in their deriviation and meaning, by one
and the same word in our' language. Gehenna occurs neither
in the Septuagint Greek of the Old Testament, nor in
any classic author extant in the world. Both Tophet and
Gehenna, amongst the ,Jews, came gradually to express a
state of torment, an~at the time of the Messiah, were
frequently used to denote a future state of punis1lment.
It ls suitably enough translated hell in our language,
because the ideas attached to the English word hell
very much correspond to the word gehenna about the
Christian er'h.1
In addition it might be said that Gehenna 18 known by the names
"Abbadon '", "Mire of clay", "Pit of corruption", "HorrLb'Le pit",
"Shadow of death" and "nether parts of the Earth"; also, it is
sometimes confused vlith the term "sheol".2 It never implied
"torment" in its original usage. It was a rift in the earth
used for destruction.
Some of the unlovely expressions that characterized
later Buddhism have their equivalent in the rabbinical traditions,
where the thieves are to fill an unfillable tank; the impure
sink into a quagmire; those tlmt sinned by the tongue are sus-
pended thereby; others by the hair, feet, and eyelids. Some
eat hot coals and sand, are devoured by worms, or placed alter-
nately in snow or fire.3 The Book of Elijah says:
"The day of gloom will then come and last forty days;
then the dead will be awakened and brought to judgl'wnt.
lcampbell, A. l'iIillennialHarbinger. Bethany, Va.: A.
Campbell, 1856, "Hades". p.?03."
2Kohler, K. "Eschatology", Jewish "Encyclopedia, p.217. v.5.
3Ascribed chiefly to R. ben Levi.
The wicked will be delivered over to the torments of
hell •••• '1
The Book of Enoch best represents the apocalyptical literature
of this period. Of it Buttenweiser says:
,In chapters xli--xlvli Enoch (Metatron) reveals to
Lehma eL the mysteries of creation and shows hitn•••
the spirits of those angels who were punished because
they did not give praise to God at the right time,
and whose bodies were turned to great fiery mount-
ains ••• ; the places of punis~nent and tortures of the
wicked in hell •••• ·2
How much was the later Jewish eschatology influenced
by the Persian religion'? This ls a moot question. Were these
two great religions parallel in development, or did cultural
boz-rowt.ngtake place? It is significant that the developments
within the Jewish ideas took place, in the main, following the
exile. There was ample contact between the peoples botp by
caravan routes and in the exilic experlence over a considerable
period. That borrowlng did take place is an attractive and
entirely possible theory; yet, of course, the mere fact that
the two religions have much in common by no means proves this
point.
Clearly, the Jewish experience in the Capti.vity and
in the subsequent events was one of great sorrow. The Temple
had been destroyed; disintegration marked the next four hun-
dred years. In such a nat:lonal experience of decline, it would
be likely indeed that the optiimism of the Persian faith wou ld
IMoses Buttenwieser, "Apocalyptic L'i.t.e r-at.ur-e!", Jewish
Encyclopedia. v. I. p.675.
2Ibid., p.6'78.
reawaken and revive the Messianic hope _ir:l t11. t" 1_ ,e na ].on,anc
the hope of in:unortalityand reward in the individual ..
hope s were embraced; what is more likely than that the
of Zoroaster was their inspiration?
Most authorities support tM above contention. Millsl
rrhese
message
at length compiles the many points of agreement between the
two reller-ions
t:> •
He says that nearly all the factors of our re-
ligion arR" f'ound iIl t~·_ _ ~J,].S one.
Such tllen are tbe historical literary facts, __uncontested
for the most part, the great mass of them, and also in-
contestable;--and thls, wr.latsoevermay be their possible
or impossible, exterior historical connection with Hebrew
theology, or with our own. The pOints deduced from them.
clearly show that they contain the very most essential
elements of 'our own religion' in its advanced, if still
forma tlve, concl'i.tion,from tbe date of the Captl vity, orbefore the time of Christ, and after the Restoration
from the Exile.,2
To saJ that these two parallel religions had not any communic-
8.tion between them, he s?-yS, is a "marvellOUS phenomenon II in-
deed. Israel lacked many factors before the exile, then had
them: _ a "dei'inlte judgment", resurrection, clear heaven,
millenniQlIl,hell, etc. Whence came these doctrines? Mills
!I'
•••affirms the reciprocal influence of the two systems, the
one upon the other",3 but suggests the preponderant influence
of successful Persia upon thiS handful of mourning captives.
This influence, in tur-n, deeply dyed the New Testament writers,
we bhLnk , We study the genealogy of the body of Christ Jesus;
---------------------------------------'------ ,-------------------------
lour own~eliglon ~~~~~~. ap.cit.
2rbid., p.26.
31bid." p.4?
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why not, asks.Mills, study tho more important genealogy,
namely, of His thoughts, His m.ind? As we shall see, the
Pharisees of the New Testament era believed in the resur-
rection of the body and in f'ucur-e rewards and punisbments.
'I'heytook over SOUle of these late apocalyptic views and, with-
out a doubt, embraced among other things, much of the Persian
eschatology. 'I'hu s it wa s that Christianity found a fa.vorable
env Lr-onmerrt for its teachings among the Jews. Nor can we
doubt that the Greek influence upon the Jews was strong after
the Alexandrine era. As we have seen, the Rabbinical lit-
erature had a vindictive tinge. The Greek "'Tartarus", which
irn.pliedtorment, seems to have influenced the later Pha.rtsees.
;j) Mohammedanism.
Mohammedanism is the latest of all the great extant
religions of the world. Mchamm ed, its founder, was born in
the sixth century of our era. This religion revolves around
his person; he is the sole author of its Bible, the Koran.
It is considered that Mohammedanism reflects much of Judaism,
Christianity, and Zoroastrianism. The Koran abounds in pic-
tures of the after-life, related with monotonous repetition.
Its eschatology is a sp'Lend Ld example of gross materialism,
eternal torment, and the moulding of thought and action by the
fear of hell. Martyrs for the cause live in the presence of
Allah. The "wicked" In.thls instance are chiefly the non-
conformists and infidels. Yet, in fairness, we must recognize
that here, as elsewhere, a development of ideas took place
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in the history of the rel:igion. What char-ac t erLz ed later
Mahommedanism was not necessari:-y coneeived in the mind of
tt.s founder'. ThrouglJout the unlovely descriptions of tho
fate of tbe wicked thero is extreme sensuousness and vividly
grot(C)sque physical torture.
There i~; to be a judgme:1.t. While awaiting it,
n ••• the wicked are t.orm errt.ed, • • in a foul dungeon. III
At the judgment,
••• God will judge from great books as long as one
can see. But a bIt of paper with the Muslim con-
fession on it will outweigh all the evil deeds of
a man's 111'e.' 2
The damned are "the companions of the fire", and hell is the
lrnage of actions performed on earth. Infidels are beaten be-
fore and behind by two examining angels,
" ••• then crushed down into the earth and left to be
bitten by areat serppnts. Their cries of p._ain may°'13 .be heard by all, •••
The infidels' actions come before htrn "as a devil with a hi.deous
face" to taunt thorn. Then:
"'rhe r eco r-d'i.ng angels who follow men all through life
witness against them •••• All must now cross the bridge
as-SiI'at, which passes over hell to Paradise, and :i.s
fLn or- than a hair and sharper than the edge of a:
sword, ••• the wicked fall or are thrown from it to hell. 4
Among other fearful things, the element of fire is present and
1J .A.1,~acCulloch, H.E.E. :t:. "Es cha tologyTl (Muhammadan)
V.5.p.376.
2I.P.WOOd, "state of the Dead", H.E.R.E., (l!luhammadan)
V.XI., p.B49.
3Ibid., p.849.
4J.A.Mac CuL'l.och , Ope Cit. H.E.R.E., p.376.
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stressod in the portrayal of hell. It is ever-lasting, the
Koran says ..
They will live 'in hot blasts and boiling water and
a shade of pitchy smoke'. They 'shall broil upon a
burning fire, shall be given to drink from a boiling
springl no food shall they have save from the foul
thorn, whicb. shall not fatten nor avail against hun-
ger'. They shall abide therein for ages. No cool
thing shall they taste or drink •••They will broil in
the fire, and, 'whenever their skins are well done'
then other skins will be given them, 'that they may
taste the torment'. Here in the hell of fire they
will dwell for ever and ever. :.1
One of the arguments sometimes presented against the
doctrine of eternal torment in the flames of hell 1s that it
would require a miracle. Nothing that 1s known to man will
burn eternally; any substance will burn out in time. Mahom-
medanism makes no attempt to cover up the f~ct that th:i.sis
exactly What does happen. God is all-powerful. He will re-
create men over and over that they m.ay be burned again and
againl Furthermore:
The fire of hell shall be seventy times as hot as
the fire of the world. God will make the bodies of
the infidels large, so that they may suffer more.
llhey will be r;iven food infinitely loathsome, of
which they will eat and still be htingry. They will
be bitten by serpents as large as two hundred camels,
and by scorpions as large as mules, and the bites
shall give pain for forty years.'2
Little wonder that Mahornr!1edanismhas been notoriously
militant, offering "the triple option--Islam, the sword, or
tribute".3 There was Purgatory for all, save those dying in
II.F. Wood, OPe cit. ~.850.
2Ibid., p.850.
3Grant, G. M. OPe cit. p.25.
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battle! These went to God. This was no small incentive for
conquest.
Different words used for hell seem to signify seven
different divisions or realms of hell:
'Jahannam (Gehenna) the purgatorial fire, is for
Muslims; Lazai, the flam:tng fire, for Christians;
al-Hatamah, the raging fire, for Jews: Sa'ir, the
blazing fire, for Sabaeans; Saqar, the scorching
fire, for the Magi ; Al-.Tahim, the fierce fire, for
idolaters; Hamirjeh, the abyss, for hypocrites. '11
Clearly, the ethical consideration doesn't enter into Moham-
medan eschatology. Despite this fact, Islam's tenets have
been a mighty dynamic in her history.
• •• ••• • • • •
1I. F. Wood, OPe cit. p.85l.
CHAPTER II
THE NEW TESTAMENT SCRIPTURES
"Eschatologytl, the lIdoctrine of the last thingsTl, is
-' .-, J _Y/
expressed in such New Testament passages as John 6:39 (~)I TI? 0o/{<>,:~'7
tit \ J/_Yhe last times"; and Matt. 12:45 (T~ (.......-/\. rr=« ) lithelast staten•l
The words "Hades"-;..theequivalent of the Old Testament "8heo111--,
"Gehenna", and IITartarusll , are all indiscriminately t.r-an sLatied
"Hell" in the Authorized Version, as follows:-
HADES: ~.11:23;16:18. ~ 10:15;16:23. Acts 2:27,31. Rev.l:18;
6:8;20:13,14--Total,lO. 'rhere are only three independent in-
stances in the teachings of Christ.
GEHENNA: Matt.5:22,29,30; 18:9;23:15,33.Mk.9:43,45,47. Luke 12:5.
James 3:6 --Totnl,ll. There are five different instances in
christ's words.
TARTARUS: 11 pet.2:4.(only mention)
Other sim:t1ar passages, considered along with these
direct references to "Hellt1,l enable us to gather some idea of
the fate of the wicked as entertained in the minds of the New
Testament writers. In expressions like "eternal damnation"
(Mk.3:29), and "eternal judgment"(Heb.6:2), we are by no means
justified in assuming that the scriptures necessarily mean "eter-
na111 with the cOIID.otationwe usually give the word. It is
lAo V.
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5.5
evident from other passages1 that the meaning may be "for a
long time" or "of long duration". The word is obviously used
in this figurative sense.
Gehenna. In our investigation of the thoughts of' the New Testa-
ment wrlters, in regard to our lnterest in the f'ate of the wicked,
we nru.stkeep in mind that all the "Gehenna" references cited
above, excepting the one in James3:6, are recorded as the words
of Jesus, not as those of the writers themselves. He seems to
describe this place as one where "their worm never d.Les''and
where the :fire is never to be quenched. This valley of Hinnom
was, in ~ncient times, associated with human sacrifice.2 Bodies
of dead animals Bnd criminals were burned there, along with re-
fuse. Eschatologically, it is a place of future punishment, but
not necessarily of endless torment, although this may be the
meaning of the term as employed.3 Originally this was not sa.
Hades is the general abode of the dead, the New Testament equiv-
alent of "Sheo1" in the Old Testament, and is used with essenti-
ally the same connotation as the latter, namely, a pit under the
earth. It 1s characterized by darlmess and probable inactivity,
the degree of consciousness not being clear. The passages Cited,
with one exception,4 do not imply punishment. It is the place of
waiting, the "unseen world".
IGen.17:8;13:l5i49:26• 11Sam.'7:16; lChron.17:14.
211Chron.33:6; Jer.7:31.
3Shailer Mathews, "Gehenna" BED, p.285.
4Ll-c.16:19f.
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Tartarus is used but once. In the Greek idea, as we have seen,
the wicked are tortured here, sometimes never to come out again,
at other times finally to become extinct. At best, the suggestion
in the use of the word is sinister indeed.
We deem it best to consider the teaching of the New Testa-
ment from the following view-points: synoptic gospels, Johannine,
Pauline, Petrine. Alger mru{es the interesting observation that
the popular v:tew of the day was not entirely free from the idea.
of transmigration of souls.l But this did not emanate from the
New Testament.
a) Synoptic Gospels.
The Messiah had come. In his spiritual Kingdom
is incorporated all that was best in the past. Believers are
related to him personally. He is the Head. Eschatologically,
our realm of discourse embraces and enlarges upon Jewish terms
and ideas. rrhe end of'the collective people of God is not ne-
glected; yet, the fate of the individual is more particularly
stressed. The moral and ethical note is at its height. Christ
gives the world a synthesis of the collective and the individual
ends;2 this with reference both to the ri~lteous and the wicked.
But there are some passages relative to the punishment of the
wicked that are not without their difficulties from an ethical
view-point.
lAlger, W.R. OPe cit. p.2l8f.
2Charles, R.H. OPe cit. p.363f. ,370.
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At the last day there will be a judg.ment:
~uLdhe shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the
goats on the left ........•......... ···.·.············•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
And these shall go away into everlasting pun Lahmerrb i •• 1 1
We do not consider a discussion of the parousia2 passages re-
velant to our treatment of the fate of the wicked. 'rhat there
is taught a final judgment is agreed. We shall not concern
ourselves with the detail of it, but rather with the picture
presented in the synoptic gospels of the actual state- of those,
who" finally, are not "savedtl unto tleternB.llife", je, the
"wicked". In "that day", 3 Christ will be the sole judge. He
Sh8.11 render unto every man IIaccording to his deeds". 4 'I'he
wicked seem to be denied the resurrection in the first two gospels,
but Luke indieates a general resurrect:ton.5 But, we suppose, the
general resurrection is not essentiB.l to the final judgment.
As we have pOinted out, there are six references to Hades
in the S:ynoptics. vVhether found here or elsewhere, we may dis-
miss nine6 of the ten usages in the New Testament, with a single
statement: There is no punishment necessarily implied either in
the text or the context where the word Hades is used. 'rlletrans-
latlon "hell" is both unfortunate and inaccurate; eisegesis rather
\1att.25:33-46.
2passages relating to the Second Coming of the Lord.
3Matt.7:22
4Matt.16:27
5Cp•Matt.22:23-33 and Mk.12:18-27,wlth Lk.20:27-40.
6Lk.16:19f.is the exception.
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e.xegesis,
In the instance of Dives in Hades (Lk.16:l9f'.), the
word here presents a unique usage. While the primary purpose
of the passage is not the portre.yal of the state of Hades, this
desGription is unusua.lly clear. Here Dives is in torments. He
says "•••1 am tormented in this f'lame". Furthermore, he is
f'ully conscious and can exercise his faculty of. memory. This
passage, whether intended to be an accurate statement of the fate
of'the wicked even in Hades, or whether it was mere "accomodation",
indicHtes that either Jesus or popular belief, or both, accepted
this viewpoint. Only to this extent are we interested in it.
All but one of the usages of'Gehenna are in the Synoptics.
The wicked are cast down to this place after the flnal judgment.
It is like the "lake of fire" in the Apocalypse.l Hell, in these
Gehenna passages, has the idea of destruction by :fire. Charles
says of this:
.•••The fire spoken of l.nthis connection(Matt.v:22)is
not to be conceived sensuously, .but as a symbol of the
divine wrath, which vividly represents the terrors of
this judgment. This place or state of punishment is .
likewise described as "the outer darkness"(lVlatt.vii:l2),
the place of those who are excluded from the light of
the kingdom. The torment appears to be a torment of
the soul or disembodied spirit •••• Pv
b) Johannine.
That the New Testament Apocalypse, the letters o:fJohn,
and the fourth gospel are the work of a cownon author, John by
IRev.19:20; 20:10,14,15.
20p•cit.p.399.See also pp.474,475.
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name and probably the apostle John, is the opinion of the writer.
rrherefore we shall consider these writings as a unit. Ne Lther
the gospel nor the letters mention the words Hades or Geheru1a.
The latter is not mentioned in the Apocalypse, although its equiv-
alent seems suggested in the "lake of f:tre" passages already
cited, and Hades is here used four times.
The Apocalypse and the Zoroastrian system have s:Lmilar
ideas. We cannot say to what extent these were taken over from
the Persian faith, but that John WELS at least influenced is highly
probable. The unfaltering certainty that God's ovm cause is at
issue here and now, and that it will ultimately prevail; the sweep-
ing presentation of the Iuighty struggle between the forces of
good and evil, right and wrong, light and darkness; the overwhelm-
ing worth of things spiritual as set over against those materia1;--
these are among the connnon elements of the two presentations.
The judgment at tithe great day of Godll is represented by
the figure of slaughter, and birds of prey are sunnnoned to eat
the bodies and blood of men.l At Armageddon (Megiddo), Anti-Christ
and his cohorts are amlihilated, the beast and the false prophet
are cast into the lake of fire, and their followers are slain by
the sword.2 A temporary Messianic kingdom seems to intervene, at
the end of which satan will be loosed from his prison in the aby~s.
Finally, God Himself sends fire from heaven and the devil is cast
lRev.19:l7,18,2l.
2Rev.16:16; 19:20,21.
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into the lake of fire with hts allies. Tr.lenfollows the general
resurrection, when all are judged according to thetr works as
recorded in the heavenly books.l The wicked, with death Bnd hades,
are thrown into tLle lake of fire. The second death follows.2 It
is, seemingly, the death of the soul, as the fil"st death is the
death of the body. 1Nhether this is annihilation or eternal purr-
ishment, or punishment and then annihilation, is not cLear, But
there is no suggestion of its being a remedial punisD~ent.
The fourth gospel presents nothing new regarding Hades
and Hell. In the famous verse, John 3: 16, the author presents
the idea that God gave His Son that (to the end th8.t) "whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life I!.
These two ideas seem to be set over against each other. Does
he mean by "perish" al1nihilation'? The same word is translated
"marred!l3 and lIlost"4 elsewhere, and evidently refers to their
failure to be worthy of heaven. There is a general resurrection
in which
•••all that are Ln the tombs shall hear his voice, and
shall come forth; •••and they that have done ill, unto the
resurrection of judB-ment.'~)
There is no specific eschatological teaching relative
to the fate of' the wicked in the three short Johannine letters.
---'"-------------------------------
lrtev.20: 12.
2Rev.20:14;21:8.
3
Tlik. 2: 22.
4Matt.lO:6; Lk.15:4.
5 In.5:2S,29.
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c) Pauline.
Paul's eschatological ideas show, not unexpectedly,
that he inherited them largely from Judaism. His 11graduate II
instruction was at the feet of Gamaliel in Jerusalem.l In his
writings "we find no single eschatological system. His ideas
in this respect were in a state of development."2 As is readily
seen in the Thessalonian letters, Paul is greatly interested in
eschatology; he has little to say, however, about the actual
state of those whom he describes as tlperishing".3 Nowhere does
he use the words Hades or Gehenna. There will be a great apostasy
with the consumation of the now-present activity of the Anti-
Christ; the coming of the Lord will be cataclysmic; and it will
usher in the final judgment. Anti-Christ will then be annihi-
lated "with flamlng fireil; 4 vengeance will be taken. on the god-
less among the Gentiles and Jews5, and on the careless, indiffer-
ent, and hostil~.6 The doom of the wicked is "eternal destruct-
ionll•7
There is an essential agreement in the Corinthian letters
with the foregoing statement. Christ will be the final Judge in
lActs 22:3.
2Charles, op.cit. p.437f.
311 Thes.2:3,9,lO.
411 Thes.2:8.
51 Thes.4:6; IIThes.l:8.
61 Thes.5:3; II Thes.l:6.
711 Thes. 1:9.
"the day of' our Lord Jesus Christl1 (2cor.5:10). A strong ret-
ributi ve tinge runs through Paul's writings; "he that hath done
wrong shall receive again the wrong that he hath donell.l
Paul's picture of the fate of the wicked is conjured
up in the mind in the word-pictures he uses rather than in an
actual description of the state of the dead. One would never
gather from a reading of his epistles that the end of the ungodly
was something greatly to be desired. It seems to the writer to
be severe indeed; and, although he refrains f'rom the use of'
Gehenna and Tartarus in his narrative, the essential signifi-
cance of these expressions is nevertheless employed. The pun-
ishment is "subjective and self-executed",2 we think. Of'course,
as we have shown earlier, it would be unfair to assume that
Paul's use of "danmation" and "eternal", whether employed to-
gether or independently, means of'endless duration. But we are
of the opinion that he means either that or final annihilation
of the wicked. The cause of Christ is his "magnificent ob-
session" and he has little patience with the hardened rejectors
of the gospel who IIwill no t" accept the Christ. The reason i'or
3"this is that--" •••we shall be saved i'rom wrath through him •. --
and we think we do Paul no injustice if we append: "only through
him". '1lhewritings of paul greatly influenced Ls_tin and reform-
ation theologians.
lCo1.3:25; also II cor.l1:15 and Eph.6:8.
2Charles, R.ll.,op.cit. p.463.
3Rom.5:9.
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d) J?etrlne
Our sources for petrine eschatology are not coni'ined to
his epistles; the bock of Acts records the earliest form of it.
He, too, is influenced by his Jewish background. This is seen,
for instance, in his citing the sixteenth psalm: tlThou wilt not
leave my soul in Hadeslll as a prophecy concerning ther eS.'!2lrec-
tion of Christ. fEhis is clearly in the Jewish" Sheoltt idea.
Peter believed that Jesus, having died, went to be with
the dep ar-ued souls of all generations. He argued that the soul
of Jesus would not be left there, implying that it had been there
for 8_ time. He says of David that "he is not yet ascended into
the heavensll• Christ, according to this writer, went to preach
to the "spirits in pl"'isontl, meaning the "underworld!!. The
Apostle seems to picture all the souls waiting in this shadowy
realm until Ilthe day of the Lord". Then th.ose who x'ejected Christ
will. be punished, but peter makes no definite statements about tJ:Le
form of thls punisbment will take, after Christ judges both the
tlquick and the de ad!", The one reference to Hell (Tart-aj:Us) is in
II Peter 2:4. It relates to the punishment of angels, not to
that of men; yet there lingers a suspicion that a similar fate
awai ts the wicked of the context. That W8_S his poIrrt in makf.ng
the reference. He adds to this:
"l'he Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly •••
and to resel've: tine unjust unto the day of judgment to be
punished: '2
lActs 2:27,31.
211 pet ~-2: 'S1
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.A..nd he is even stronger in another statement, but not less
vague:
But the heavens and the earth ••• are kept in store, re-
served unto fire aga:Lnst the day of judgment and perdi-
tion of ungodly men.!1
The remainder of' the NewTesta..'11.enthas but a few
scattered r-e t'e r-ence s to the fate of t'ne 'Nicked, but their im-
plicati.ons are not different from the ideas already expressed.
Jude refers to the "woest! of the wicked, to whom is reserved the
"blackness of C!.arlcness for ever". '1'he cities of Sodom and
Gomorrha are cited by him as excuuples of those 11 suffering the
vengeance of eternal firell• rfhe Chri.st:i..ans are to save some
"pull:tng them out of the fire!!.
It cannot be stated for carts.in that the w-riters of
the New Testame:n.t believed in the eternal torment of the wicked,
wi th the connotation IIendless". There are, of COU1"8ei certain
good reasons why this theory, even i.f it were taught in the
scriptures, could not be accepted. We shall cite these later.
rrhere is no proof that Jesus either believed or taught this tdoc-
trine. The Apostle paul was undoubtedly the inspiration for
Augustine. 2 His morbj_dit:r was nearly as bad as was that of the
latter, as was also his super-sensitiveness to sin.
111 Pet. 3:'7.
2See KerslLner, F.D. pioneers of Christian Thought.
lndiam polis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 19-30-:-pp-:61ff.
CHAP_':I.'ERIII
EARLYTHEOLOGIAl\[S
The Middle Ages have been called lithe ages of i'ai-th"--
not of a very robust faith, however', but rather of credulity
and mental slavery among the masses. Thousands had been won
to Christianity by the power of speech; other thous811.ds by
dictatorial measures and political manoeuvers. The Church dom-
inated the state and all who would secure salvation must do so
through her machinations. This politico-religious scheme worked
well. It W[;l.8 not a very d:i_fficu1t matter to obtain uniforml ty
of belief [mel conduct when the fear of hell and the devil were
constantly before the trembling, grovelling 'commonherd'.
This eclipsed even the fear of God, to say nothing of the love
of Him. \Vhile it may, to some extent at least, be true to say
that marry of a mystical, turn of mind. found sweet repose in the
contemplation of the merc:y of God, we think it also true to
say that the masses were held In ignorance and superstition,
mot.Lvat.od by a slave-attitude of fear, and dominated by an un-
healthy other-worldliness. Vv'hencecame this pe sslnrlsm, this
sin-crushed morbidity and self-pity? lNhyare men by the million
cowered beneath the contemplated flames and terror and darkness
of the Judgment Day? liVebelieve tha't these questions find their
answers in the cont.r-Ibut.Lons of the early theologians which we
shall now consider.
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HepresBntative of this period, we shall consider six
theologians: Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria., Origen of
Alexandria; Tertulli.an of Carthage, Cyprian of Carthage, and
Augustine. The eschatological views of the early church fathers
and tho ;~:,ewhich represent their subsequent development fall
into three categories. rrhere is the Greek position with a
Heaven and a Hell plus a purgatory. The Latins entertained
but two divisions, bliss or torment. There was no middle ground;
everyone was either good or bad. The Roman CatholIc position
was a. t'hree-fold division, blending the Latin and Greek ideas
to give bliss and torment, with purgatory between the two.
The Greek theologians found their inspiration in the Johannine
writings, especially in the logos doctrine; Paul becomes the
pattern for the Latins. Generally speaking, the Greek theo-
logians were fairly sane, restrained and optimistic; the Latins
pessimistic and sadistic, having little regard for the worth of
man. Gregory the Great was the first great organizer of the
Roman church, and it was he who combined the three divisions
mentioned above. Dante accepted this triple division, as we
shall later see, but the protestants, Luther, Calvin, and
Zwlingi, go back to Augustine and the Latins for their eschat-
ological views--views whlch became "orthodox" protestant es-
chatology for many centuries. Of the early theologians, there
were some who accepted annimilatlon as the end, chief of whom
are Anobius and Lactantius. Anobius, in particular, was out-
spoken in his denunciation of eternal torment; this despite
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his being a Latin. The views held in each case represent the
degree of ethical maturity attained.l
a) Justin l\flartyr.
Justin Martyr was the first important theologian, and
dates from early in the second century. VJehave access to
much material from his pen, but because he represents something
of a "free-lance" position theologically, he is difficult to
classlfy as e1.ther "Greek" or "Latin". He has some traits of
both positions; yet, he is not a thorough-going adherent of
anyone system. As far as his eschatology is concerned he is
hardly of the Latin school. He accepts man's free will and
thinks of him as having worth. This is essentially Greek. He
seems to expect an early return of the Lord and, as the fbllow-
ing passages show, he believed future punishment awaited the
wt.c ked ,
First Apology, Chapter VIII., "Christians confess their
faith in God":
'This, then, we have learned from Christ and teach.
And Plato, •••used to say that Rhadamanthus and Minos
would punish the wicked who came before them; and we
say the same thing will be done, but at the hand of
Christ, upon the wicked in the same bodies united a-
gain to their spirits which are now to undergo ever-
lasting punishment; and not only, as Plato said, for
a period of a thousand years; ••••'2
Chapter XII. "Christians live under God's eye."
,•••each man goes to everlasting punishment or sal-
vation according to the value of his actions. For
if all men knew this, no one would choose wickedness
lKershner, F.D., Ibid., pp.100-104.
2Ante-Nicene Library, V.II., Justin Martyr and Athen-
agoras. p.12.
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even for 8. little, knowj.ng that he goe s to the
everlasting J?uni~l1Il1entof fi~e; but would by all
means r-e s t.r-a in n t.mae Lt , , • •• -- .
Chapter XVIII. IIProof of I:rmnort2.1ity and Resurrection".
Justin here argues that if death meant insensibility, it would
be a 11 god-send", and says:
••• But since sensation remain3 to all who have
ever lived, and eternal pund anment is laid up
(:i.e. for the wicke d ) , ••.• I!2
Chapte~ XIX. llThe Resurrection po esLbLa'",
~cndhell is a place where those are to be punished
who have lived wickedly, and who did. not believe
that those things wb-1ct1 God has tau_ght us by Christ
will come to pass. '0
Chapter __XXI. "Analogies to the History of Christ" •
• • •and we believe that those who live wickedl·y
and do not repent, are punished in everlasting
fire •••• ··4
Ch_§:pter_:__XXVII."God's care for Men"•
.• • •that he [Satan] wou Ld be sent into the fire
with his host, and the men who f'oLLowhim, and
would be punished for an endless duration, ••• ·5
Second Apol0/:?2Y,Chapter IX., !'Eternal punishment not a mere
threat!! •
And that no one may S8Y ••• that our as ser-t.Lona that
the wicked are punished in eternal fire are big wor-d s
and bug-rbear a, •••• ·6
lIbido , p.15
2Ibid. , p.22.
3 p.24.Ibid. ,
4Ibid. , p.26
5 p.3lIbid. ,
6Ibid• , p.79.
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These passages will suffice to indicate the general
ideas in the mind of' Justin. He is stating what he considers
the Christian position, specifically. He invariably u::Jesthe
expression "pun t snment " not "torment" ~ The latter word im-
plies a certain ugly gloating over the agonies of those suffer-
ings This was characteristic of the Latin theologians, es-
peCially Augustine, but this extreme notion, and the pictoral
presentation of it, is not found anywhere in Just1.n's wr t t Lnga ,
Indeed, his works, throughout, are permeated by a pleasing
reasonableness, even if his conclusions cannot always be accepted.
b) Clement of Alexandria.
Clement is typically Greek in his view-point and makes
re:freshing reading. Throughout his works this "mostlearned
of mentll reflects the Alexandr'ian influence. He lived in the
second half of the second century. He, too, believed in free-
will, and had an unusually fine estimate of man. He could see
the outworking of God's purpo ses in life. 'I'here was, for him,
reason back of the untverse; God's revelation was through
reason; the Bible was to be interpreted by reason. 'rhus, we
should expect to find a reasonable statement in his eschato-
logical views; and we are not disappointed.
Clement is positive and optimistic. Men, he believes,
will usually do what they know to be right for lts own sake.
The Lord may chasten, but the purpose of thls is correction.
There is the love of God behind it. His words scourge, but
IJerome.
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aim at release from slavery and error. In knowledge and wis-
dom men pass from darkness to light, "For to be chastised of
the Lord, and instructed, is deliverance from death". Rebuke
brings one to his senses; as the father who loveth and correct-
eth his child, so the Lord corrects and reforms.
In the course of his: "The Exhortation", he rebukes a
thousand sins, and warns against "destruction" because of them.
Every man must face the judgment individually; it will be ac-
cording to his own works. The wicked go to purgatory where
they are punished in proportion to their sins. This "unsainted
saint" was no ascetic. He did not accept any accumulated in-
herited sin of his distant predecessors. Every man's end is
within his own power to determine.
c) Origen of Alexandria.
In Origen, the Greek trend reaches its height. He
is noted for his fair-mindedness--witness his giving Celsus's
ar-gumerrts in his own "Contra CeLaum!", He wrote much, it seems,
but most of his works are no longer extant. In many ways he
is not unlike Clement whose successor he was in the Catacheb1.cal
school at Alexandria. In common with ot.he rs of this school
he accepts man's free will, and yet he seems to lean towards
"original sin", characteristic of the Latins. His escbatological
position is fairly clear from his own writings directly on the
subject. He says in Chapter X: "On the Resurrection, and the
Judgment, the fire of Hell, and Puzd sbmerrte.y" regarding the
threatenings of eternal fire:-
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~Jllen8. soul has gathered together a multitude of
0vil works, and a~ abutidance of signs against it-
self, at a suitable time all that assembly of evils
bo L'l s 11p to punishments, and is set on fire to
chasti.sements; when tb~ mind itself, or conscience,
receiving by divine power into the memory all those
things of which it had stamped on itself certain
signs and forms at t.he moment of sinning, will be a
kind 0 f' histor~T, as it were, of all foul, and shame-
ful, and unholy deeds which it has done, exposed
before its eyes: then is the conscience itself
harassed, and, pierced by its own goads, becomes
an accuser and a witness against itself. And this,
I think, i~ the opinion of the Apostle Paul him-
self, •••• ,1,_
Those iJIJYlOSespirits are shown separated from the soul will be
punished, yet:
'•••that tIllepunislo..mentalso, which is said to be
applied by fire, is understood to be applied with
t '. "2he object of heallng ••••
Origen is known for his allegori.cal interpr'etion of the scrip-
tures, and this is clearly his method in the above passages.
He says further:
.but t.he outer darkness, in my judgment, 18 to be
undere t.o d not so much of some dark atmosplJ.erewith-
out any light, as of those persons who, being plunged
into the da'::rknessof profound ignorance,have been
pLa ced beyond the r-ea c.hof any light of understand-
ing.' .:)
Origen taught the theory of restitution; thus the
sinner makes amends for his wrongs. From the above passages
it will be seen that hell 1s the equtvalent of purgatory. He
rejects eternal torment theories.
lAnte-Nicene Library, V.X, The Writings of Origen.
(Trans. by Fv Cr-ombLe ) vol. 1. Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 18'71.
p.140.
2Ibid., P.143.
3 •IbJ_d., P.144.
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d) 'I'ertullian of Carthage.
Tertullian was a "grim old Roman orator" and an
astute enough Latin theologian. His presentation of the un-
lovely future that awaits the sinner is surpassed only by that
of his colleague Augustine. These gentlemen, both had vivid
imaginations which, coupled to little moral insight or ethical
growth, made their picture of the future torments of the wicked
horrible indeed.
According to Tertullian, all souls are to be kept in
Hades until the resurrection--a material re.surrection--and
then all would be judged, the wicked being punished in a mater-
ial hell of endless torment.l He is in every way a practical
Roman. Much of his writings were in Latin and his view-point
is more Jewish than Greek. To some extent he accepted free-
will; yet, he also seems to have a belief in original sin, at
least in a mOdified form. He has, as Dr. F. D. Kershner says,
an excellent "vocabulary of vituperation", but no "cheap slander!!.
He is a rhetorician of the first order; his writings against
Marcion furnish proof of this claim. His dates are from about
150 to 220. He was a born "practical man" and educated as a
Lawy er-,
We need quote but little to indicate the ultimate mis-
ery of the wicked. His writings need no commentary to explain
their gross passages, as the following:-
ISee Ante-Nicene Library, (V. xvii.) The Writings of
Tertullian, (Trans. by S. Thelwall), Vol. II. p.54lf.
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• • • a pitiable crowd
Walling its crimes; with parching tears it pours
All groans effusely, and attests its acts
With frequent ululations. At the sight
Of flames, their merit's due, and stagnant pools
Of fire, wrath's weapons, they 'gin to tremble all.
T,hen an angelic host, upsnatching them,
Borbids to pray, forbids to pour their cries
(rroo La t eL) with clamour loud: pardon withheld,
Into the lowest bottom they are hurledl
o miserable menl • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •Into the deep darkness shall ye go of fire
And brimstone; doomed to suffer glowing ires
In torments just. God bids your bones descend
To penalty eternal; go beneath
The ardour of an endless raging hell;
Be urged, a seething mass, through rotant pools
Of flame; and lnto threatening flame He bids
The elements convert; and all heaven's fire
Descend ln clouds.
Then greedy frartarus
Wi th rapid fire enclo sed is; and flame
Is fluctuant within wi bh tempest waves;
And the whole earth her whirling embers blendsl
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Fiery, and a dreadful marsh white-hot
·With heats infernal, where, in furnaces
Hor-r-Lf'Lc , penal deed roars loud, and seethes,
And, rushing into torments, is up-caught
By the flames vortex wide; by savage wave
And surge the turbid sand all mingled is
With miry bottom.. Hither will be sent,
Groaning, the captive crowd of evil ones,
'I'o burnl Great is the beating there of breasts,
By bellowing of grief accompanied;
Wild is the hissing of the flames, and thence
The ululation of the sufferersll
The above passage will suffice to indicate the mind
of Tertullian. He seemed to derive a good deal of unhealthy
pleasure from the torments of the wicked devised by his own
mind. It is unthinkable that one could gloat over this kind
of thing. He and Augustine are especially unforgivable when
lIbid., "Strain of the Judgment of the Lord!!. p.3l2ff.
Ld.ries 342-352; 375-381; 406-418. (Authorship not absolutely
certain) •
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we remember that they are living in the Christian era. Pagan
culcs may be forgiven to some extent when we realize their tg-
norance of God's love as revealed in the Christ, but not so the
Latins mentioned. In a.ddition Tertull:lan would have gotten
perhaps equa.l pleasure out of suffering the same way himself.
He was bo t.h sadist and masochist--qui te abnormal.
e) Cyprian of Cartrmge.
Cyprian also was a Latin theologian--tb.e third of the
"great trio". Born about 210 A.D., he died a martyr in the
year 258, having had but a short, though eventful, Cl:U'istian
experience. Like Tertullian he was trained as a lawyer, and
was essentially legal in his entire outlook. His teaching
asserted the authority of the collective episcopate; he taught
apostolic succession; indeed, it is said that "the logic of
his position led straight to the papacy".
We have noticed that the theology of the Greek school,
generally, thought of God as immanent, whereas the Latins
usually presented Him as essentially transcendent, distant
from the world, and not greatly concerned with men. If man
is worthless to begin with, as the Latins thought, born in
original sin and totally depraved, any act of a transcendental
God in saving him is grace indeedl
To the Latins, God is a Judge to be feared, not a
father to be loved. Cyprian takes over Tertullian's theology
largely. Harnack says:
The Christianity of Tertullian, blunted in many
respects and morally shallow ("de opere et eleemos-
ynia"), yet clerically worked out {"de unltate
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ecclesiae"), became natural1zed in the Occident
t~1rough Cyprian, the great authority of Latin
Cnristendom; ••••
However, Cyprian did not look forward to the second coming of
Jesus as an imminent event as did Tertullian. Generally, his
eschatology agrees with that of Tertullian; it is Latin but
does not stress the gross element. Our interest in Cyprian
lies in his teaching: Outside the Church there is no sa1-
vation. The Bishop had all authority. He could pardon sins
for he was the apostolic representative and owed his appoint-
ment to God, not to man. 'rhe implication was that all out-
side the Church, and un-baptised infants were doomed to Hell.
From tb.is position it was but a step to the place where it
was deemed best to church all men, even if this had to be
done under compulsion, t.cr-t.ur-e.s or even death. It was argued
that it is a far, far better thing to suffer in this way here,
than to be a candidate for the eternal flames of God's wrath
in the hereafter'. The middle ages witnessed no small amount
of this sort of thing and, preposterous though it seems to us,
this was thought of as being, all things considered, an act
of love towards the non-conformist.
f) Augustine.
Much of the work of Augustine is extant. From it we
gather some knowledge of his mire. He por t.rays himself in
his "Confessions" as rather dissolute in his youth; but in
lRarnack, A., History of Dogma. (Trans. by E.K. ~Fitchell),
New York: Funk & Wagnallis Company,1893. p.330.
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view of his being keenly sensitive to sin and living entirely
in a subjective world of his own creation, one hardly knows
to what extent his claim is true. His life and work belongs
to the late fourth and early fifth centuries. IUs "City of
God" and "Confessions" best furnish his general outlook; one
so pathetically morbid that his eschatology is anticipated in
view of such unrivalled pessimism.
Before we seek to relate Augustine's eschatological
views in greater detail, let us briefly review his theology
as B. whole. It is common knowledge that his view of God, in
the first place, was rather austere. "Absolute Monism" is
the term that best explains it; God, like the Roman Emperor,
presides over the unlverse in a transcendental faehlon. In-
dividuals and "personality" are hardly His concern. Man is
totally depraved, born in original sin, and predestinnd to be
saved or lost anyway. The world is made out of nothing; no-
thing is evil and therefore the world is evil. All matter is
evil. The pope was as a little God and must be obeyed; child-
ren must be baptised--this was essential. Of course, there
are obvious inconsistencies all through this position, but
Augustine believed himself supported by the scriptures. Un-
doubtedly, most of his morbid introspection-- indeed, his
"nature "--was inherited from his aupers t.Ltious mo bher , Monica.
All this, and more, is the outlook of the man who has tbe
honor to be "the greatest name in theology"11
1See F.D. Kershner, op. cit., Chap_ on Augustine, pp.
155ff.
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The "Confessions" make depressing reading. They can
be understood only as the reader considers himself something
of an amateur psychologist, checking a "case". rrhey are a
strange mixture of tears,. fears, self-pity, self-accusation,
and, generally, distraught emotionalisrn. 'I'ha t his theology
was so widely received and even welcomed by no means supports
it as trr-u e; this fact is rather a dire commentary upon the
wide-spread nature of mental and spiritual sickness in the
Middle Ages. The nature of these confessions and letters may
be seen on any page, taken at random. The style is beautiful
and t.ne expres sian tender, but uhe thol.1.ghtmorbid in the ex-
treme.l His mind is entirely unsettled; he is.forever musing
upon death and the fear of Hell, now as it concerned h:1.mself,
later as it related to others.
The "City of God" is an excellent summary of the theology
of Augustine. God wills everything that happens. He is su-
preme, Omnipotent; man is a grovelling slave. His eschatology
portrays a hell of intense misery and of endless duration.
There is no purgatory, nor will sinners be annihilated. A
special miracle makes j.tpossible for matter, which would
otherwise soon burn out, to burn forever! Dean Kershner makes
a list of sonle of the chapter headings of the seventeenth and
twenty-first books.2 These are interesting! We shall quote a
sample of this rich description:-
lSee Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers. Vol. I. The Con-
fessions and :r.e-£tersof st. Augustine. New York; The Christian
Literature Company, 1892.
2Pioneers of Christian 'rhought, p.179f.
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Chapter 4.--"Examples from nature proving that bodies
may remain unconsumed and alive in fire".
Tf, ther ef'ore, the. salamander Iives in fire, •••and
l.f certain farnous mountains of Sicily have been con-
tinually on fire, •••these are sufficlently convinc-
ing examples that everything which burns is not
conaum ed , As the soul, too, is a proof that not
everything which can suffer pain can also die, why
then do they yet demand t1"1at we pro duce real examples
to prove that it is not incredible that the bodies
of men condemned to everlasting punishment may re-
tain their soul in the fire, may burn without being
consumed, and may suffer without peris'rting?l
Enoughl There are pages of similar passages in this and other
books, and this is not the most horrid. We shall conclu.de with
the words of Dr. Kershner:
When one reads the pages contained in these chapters
one is stru.ck with the obvious desire -o f the author to
remove even the slightest possibility of hope from. the
damned. Some 01' the propo sitions appear humorously
grotesque in the light of modern standards, but we must
remember that Augustine wrote with tremendous earnest-
ness and that there :isnot the slightest touch of irony
in his teaching. He fully believed that all who belonged
to the class of the non-elect, and non-baptized infants,
all heretics of every description" in short everybody
except a certain limited and exclusive group selected
for no merit of their own but merely by the caprice of
Ominpotence would burn forever 1n unending torture which,
by special interposition of the Divine Power. could not
be terminated by dissolution or extinction. 2
••••••• •• •
INicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, Au[!ustine, vol.II.
"City of God". Bk, xxi, C)i.a.p.4.,p.454:·
2Pioneers of Christ:i..anThought, p_nso.
CHAPTER IV
MEDIEVAL AND REFORMATION CONTRIBU'rIONS
It is our purpose in this chapter to show how, through
literature, theology, a.rt, and preaching, the popular but err-
oneous picture of "hell" has been disseminated throue;hout the
worLd, 'I'hat some of the finest contributions of all times in
these fields should have become vehicles for the furtherance
of false or grossly overstated theories of hell fire, eternal
torment and endless punishment, is deplorable indeed. There
has grown up the almost "orthodox" belief in many circles, and
in the mind of the common man, that this traditional view,
which he invariably refers to the Clwistian system, is in the
main true. It is not. Nor is it true that, in the field of
literature at least, the authors of immortal works drew only
upon the Cr~istian and Jewish scriptures. Their inspiration
was often their not inconsiderable knowledge of contemporary,
or of heathen views of the hereafter in such systems as the
Greek, Persian, Buddhist or Egyptian. Dante was taught by the
theologian Thomas Aquinas; :Milton was a first-rate theologian
in his own right. 'I'rie Reformation theologians were Augustinian
to the core. Their eschatology came from Latin morbidity rather
than from Christ and the Bible. And this in:nneasurablyper-
vert.cd conception of the fate of the "wicked"--too often the
free-thinking heretics and non-conformists--predominated in
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art and became the bulwark of modern preachlng up to the close
of the past century.
1. Literature.
In treating of the works of Milton, Dante and Bunyan,
we wish to make it clear that these are but representatives
of a score who might be considered worthy of the "honor" we do
these three. A cursory glance clown the full page of referencss
to "Hell" in any Shakesperian concordance--most of them having
an extremely formidable impllcation--and none would deny the
eligibility of this great author for mention here. He, Spenser,l
Chaucer,2 Herrick,3 pope,4 along with Milton, make reference to
Greek and other eschatolog:tcal terms in the course of their
writings. But Milton, Dante, and Bunyan are read in every
school. They have each had a tremendous circulation through-
out the world in many languages; they have been the mind-food
for the millions.
a) Dante AlighiEll['i.
The Italian poet's "Divine Comedy" is a work
blending beauty of diction and grandeur of conception. His
scheme is strictly medieval. The Earth is the center; beneath
it lies Hell in nine circles, and in the nethermost depths
satan, the fallen Lucifer, lies frozen to hj_sbreast. The
lFaerie Queen 1, v. 31-34.
2His Age, 7.
3YUligh~es Tale, 1224.
4Dunciad, Ill, 19.
majesty of the picture 1s somewhat marred at the beginning,
for here the eternity of .Hell's tortures is inscribed on the
portal of the "Inferno" in the third Canto:
"Eternal I endure. All hope abando n , ye who enter
here". This but reflects the medieval Chruch doctrine based
on the Latins, and Cyprian's "No salvation outside the Church".
Plato, Homer and Aristotle are in Limbo, for they were not in
the churchl Medieval Christendom had assigned a terrible fate
to the un-baptised. This was repulsive to Dante, and be
voices the "sore grief which assailed his heart" on account
of j_ t. He is baffled. Why should they suffer for no sin of
their own? Finally he surrenders up reason and accepts it on
faith. Memorable events and personages of many lands are
mirrored in what Carlyle called "the voice of ten centuries".
Hls great work reflects throughout its pages the fact that
Dante was a mystic, and influenced by the Allegorists. And
he draws upon the literature of nearly all religions.
The Old Testament worthies, according to Dante, were
released f'r-om Limbo only by the preaching of Jesus, and ta.ken
up with him to Paradise. Couched in the familiar setting and
terms of other faiths, the description of the abode and lot
of the wicked is graphically presented. There prevailed only
darkness, mourning and groaning. In a river of fire in which
men and 'Nomen stood partly submer-ge.d, these sinners suffer
for the sins committed by the various members of the body.
Dante's poem is not unlike the Apocalypse of Paul. In this
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work some have sinned with the lips, others with the belly;
thieves used their arms; still others had an evil e"'Je,evil
lmaginatlons, but were neither righteous nor particularly
wicked. 'I'he angolic guLde leads the .Apostle to view another
river. Upon beholding the agonies of the tortured in this
terrible and unspealcably deep ebr-eam, the Apostle weeps.
His guide upbraids him for this, saying: "Wherefore dost thou
weep?· Art thou more merciful than God?" ThIs question touches
an essential flaw of the eternal torment theory--if men hate
it for its hideous injustice and unbending inclemancy, are we
to believe that the loving Father whorn Jesus presents, or Jesus
himself, are less repelled by it than men? that they gloat over
this kind of rediculous nonsense while men find it unutterably
dlsgusting? Surely notl
Dante's dark river is similar. He describes:
•••lamentations, Si~lS, and wailings deep
Resounding, so the starless welkin fill
Tha t, at the first, I could not c1100se but we ep ,
strange languages, discoursings ho~rlble,
Accents of anger, histories of woes,
Smiting of hands, with voices hoarse and shrill, 1
The damned writhe in agony in "eternal darkness". rrhis theme
is carried on through the entire "Inferno". There are classes
of sins and a distribution of the damned according to these
sins. Few esca.pe some kind of damnation. It is a good Augu a-
tinian picture in which one may watch and enjoy the punishment
of these various wicked. The whole gamut of sins is considered,
lCa.nto III. (Trans. by l\!I.B. Anderson) The Divine Comedy.
New York, World Book Company, 1921. p.9.
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both carnal and doctrinal, so that even the best of men have
something to account for.
In good Roman Catholic Medieval style, the poet goes
on to describe the Purgatorio--the intermediate state. But
this is not nearly so "interesting" from the view-point of
material for our dissertation. Here there is an out-working
of the wrong and a tediously slow and difficult moving toward
the heights. In the final canto the poet is made pure for
the ascent to the stars.
Our interest in eschatological views of the fate of
the wiclt:edconcerns itself primarily with the popularizing of
the hell idea. That this is true of the "Lnr er-no" none will
question. The poet uses his masterly style and unsurpassed
povvers for vivid portrayal in presenting throughout the en-
tire length of poem, through ring after ring, and pouch after
pouch, the anguish of banisbment and eternal torment.
b) Milton.
John Milton was an illustrious poet. Yet, he read
his eyes out not reading poetry but in reading theology.l That
all of h1s works should have a definitely religious tenor is
not surprising. "Paradise Lost" is one of the loftiest works
of all time; this is generally agreed. A grand tone pervades
its entire length; its sonorous notes are like the swell of a
mighty organ. VVhere, in the English language, is there a
greater passage than this7--it is surely incomparably grand
lStatement by Dean F.D. Kershner.
,••••Him the Almighty Power
Hurled headlong flaming from the ethereal sky,
With hideous ruin and combustion, down
To bottomless perdltib.n, there to dwell
In adamantine cha.ins and penal fire,
Who durst defy the omnipotent to arms. 1
The argument of the epic is well known. The author
methodically outlines his purpose at the beginning of each
book of the twelve.. Book 1. is our chief interest, but we are
not so much interested in the geography and location of hell.
Our concern is with the Hell-ideas expressed in the description
of this nether region; to these we shall now turn.
Hell is the great Deep_ It is a vast expanse in which
Satan
"•••with his horrid crew,
Lay vanquished, rowling in the fiery gulf,"2
Satan views
The dismal situation waste and wild.
A dungeon horrible, on all sides round,
As one great furnace flamed; yet from those f Lame s
No light; but rather darkness visible
Served only to discover sights of woe,
Regions of sorrow, doleful shades, where peace
And r-e st can never dwell, hope never comes
That comes to all, but torture without end
IBook 1, 441'.
2BooTc 1, ai.r ..
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still urge s, and a fiery deluge, fed
VIith ever-burning su.tpnur- unconsumed.
Such place Eternal Justice had prepared
For those rebelllous; herr their prison ordained
In utter darkne s s,. • • •
other passages might be cited, but the above lines will
se r v e to indicate the general picture--one which 18 too often
1:;):1e11popu Lar-" Lde a of He11 in the mind of II the man on the
street!!.
c) Bunyan.
No gaol, not even that at Bedford, would make a par-
tim.-llarly happy b ackgr ouno and env i r-onment for the writing of
a book. In the course of some twelve years one could accumu--
late no small deposit of gloom in one's mind. Bunyan'S life
and outlook resembled Augustine's in some ways. He, too, had
his llconf1:tctll, was introspective ano. super-sensitive to sin,
and r at.ne r morbid. His "Grace Abounding" has been called lithe
autobiography of his SOU111.2 'rhe pangs of hell were his con-
stant companions, and one wonders whether he didn't derive a
good deal of masochistic pleasure from being in gaol a:n:yway.
He was of the stuff mart;,rrs ar-e made of; his "Paradise Lost"
has a Puritanic thread running through it; its beginning 1s
not unlike Dante IS. BunY811.was not learned. He was but a poor
devout tinker-preacher of the seventeenth century.
The austere and abnormal author of lIPilgrim's progress"
seems to find. the dynamic for his wor-k in fleeing the flames
lIbid., Lines 60-72.
2Bunyan, Pilgrim' s Progr~, Ever-y1nan's Library.
(London: J.M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., Lewis, H.E. !1Introductlon", p.vii.
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of Hell. He says:
••• moreover, I 8..:.'11 for certr::dn informed that. this
our city viTill be burned with fire' from heaven, in
whLch fearful overthrow both myself, with thee, my
wife, and you my sweet babes shall miserably come to
ruin, except ••• 1
There are tears and tremblings; hobgoblins, satyrs and dragons
of the pit. [~omesit 1n irons amid chaos and confusion.2 '11he
narrative reads:
..... I perceived the mouth of hell. ••• And ever and
anon the fLarne and smoke would come out in such abund-
ance, with sparks and hideous noises .... Also he
[Chr:tstian] heard doleful voices, and rushings to and
fro, so that sometimes he thought that he should be
torn to Qieces, or trodden down like mire in the
streets.3
Thus John Bunyan, in a rather emotional setting, makes
his contribution to the hideous nature of hell for all but
Christian. His attitude is accurately stated in the following:
••• soon the darlmess grew thicker. Hideous forms
floated before him and sounds of cursing and wail-
ing were in his ears. His way ran through stench
aJ.1.dfire, close to the mouth of the bottomless pit.
He began to be haunted by a strange curiosity about
the unpardonable sin, end by a morbid longing to
commit j_ t •••• 4
2. Early theologians.
a) lbomas Aquinas.
Thomas Aquinas lived in the thirteenth century, and was
th? pioneer' of Dante. Born of a noble family, he has carved
h:i.s name deep in the history of theology and has be come the
lIbid., p.8.
2Ibicl., pp.7~~,75
3Ibid., p~ 73. See also pp.75,76.
4r1'• B • McCaulay, "Bunyari'", E.B. (14th J,:ditlon) IV,389.
master spirit of orthodox RomanCatholicism. In this great
Domf.n.Lcan scholast:1.cism reaches its heights; "he :i.s the
central figure in medieval theologyll. His eschatology is
that which we have called RomanCatholic,--he held to ,9.. three-
fold. eliv:1.sion: Hell, purgatory, and neaven.l
Thomas I S works, IISummacontra gentiles" and "Sunnna
theologiaetl, are not greatly different in their general outline.
The latter is our best source for a statement of his theology,
for It covers the whole r-ange of Crir-Ls tLan truth--rather volum-
inousl;,r. It was meant for beginners. 1Irrhework is divided into
three par-t.s , the first treating of God, the second of' the ra-
tional creature f s approach to God, and the third of Christ, the
way to God. Each part is divided into a large number of f ques-
tions' and each question Into several articles.!l2 Aquinas is
usually considered an Aristotelian. In the course of the !lSumma"
he treats of purgatory and eternal hell.
Man seeks to climb ever higher and nearer to God. There
are some things accepted by reason; othe r-s by revelation, the
higher realm. The ehruch is authoritative; theology is the
Queen of all studies and sc l enc ee, In true Med:i.evalmould, the
pope is head, and everything is subject to him. Salvation is in
the church; baptism is essential.3 As we have intimated, Dante
Charles
lKershner, Pio~eers of Christian Thought. See pp.221ff.
2McGif'fert, A.C. A History of Christian Thought. .-'fewYork:
scribner's Sons, 1933. II, 275.
3Se8 Kershner, Pioneers of Chri stian Thou~ht, Chap.X. ,
11Aquinas" •
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was greatly influenced by ThomasI s theology. '1'heformer was
"F'illing in the theological skeleton of ,saint 'I'homas with the
dramatic horrors of every d ay" ..J_ Thus, what we witne ssed as
the picture given by Dante could be said to be that of the
teaching of Aquinas. In the "Infernol! there are the various
realms f'or each according to his works e
• • • Dante constructs h1.8 scheme of punishments [on] •••
the Levi tical maxim of IIan eye for an eye and E1 tooth for
a t.oo t.h'", 'The gluttons grovel in the mire, the hypocrites
are loaded with heavy cloaks of gilded lead and burned a-
li ve,. • • ..2
This is essentially the rrhomian picture. Be represents, of
course, the orthodox catholic position, but stresses purgatory
in particular.
b) Luther.
Luther, ZW"ingli, and Calvin make the important contri-
butions in the field of eschatology in the Ref or'mat.Lon , At a
great many points they had their dif'ferences, but each, in a
general way, was Latin in his outlook; and def'initely so in his
eschatology. Luther was hardly a thoroughgoing protestant in the
sense of making a cLean break with Catholicism. He would un-
doubtedly have been content to lop of'f the abuses within the
Church, to reform her from within. He soon came to see the "lay
of the land" --the break had to come. r1'11.etwo positions were seen
to be irreconcilable; the protestants went back beyond the Cath-
olics to the theologs of the Latins. In their eschatology, the
lIbido, p.230.
2rbid., p.231.
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the kind of view seen in the writings of Augustine once more
became the vogue. But here it became more intense, more vitu-
perative.
Martin L\.lther was hardly a Saint--there never was any
very close relationship between Augustini.anism and Sainthood.
Like the ct.ne r reformers, he had his faults. All three of them
were possessed of' a rather bitter spirit which, in the circurn-
st anc es , is understa_Yldable erio'ugh, Luther was adamant. All sin-
ners were b r.ack or white; all men saved. or lost. There was
heaven or hell, one or the other, with no I1degrees" of reward
or punishment. purgatory is repudiated by all three gentlemen;
an extreme form of predestination is held by each; Augustine is
their commonbackground. Men are saved by the grace of God, and
are made aware of it; the non-elect are lost, and nothing can be
done about it.
The life of Luther makes interesting reading. It is a
strange mixture of superstition and the dread of fear.l His m:tnd
was hardly normal. wace says: IINothing was more certain to him
t.nan that the Divine justice is inexorable; ••• 112. 'I'o Luther God
was great, mighty, soverign, and:
Mflll.himself was only a hopeless an.d helpless sinner, capable
of receiv:tng the divine blessing but absolutely unable to
do anything for himself. Luther's theolog~ here was simply
the morbid fanaticism of Augl.lstine revamped but scarcely
revised.3
lIbid., pp.265,267ff.,274.
2Wace, Henry. IIFirst prinCiples". The Heformation or
Dr•. Martin Luther. (Philadelphia: Luthern publishlng Society, 1885)
p.xiii.
3pioneers of Christian Thought, p.2??
c) Calvin.
(l'hewr:Lter has before him two rather large volumes--the
nInstitutes!! of John Calvin. 1 '1'herecan be few works written
with a more unlovely spirit; and this seems to permeate their
entire length. It is more than a polemic attitude; there is
something gross, severe, ungracious about it. This work best
states his theology. As we have already stated, Calvln" along
with Luther, was a Latin in his theology. He is Augustinian
tb.roughout.2 Total depravity and election are written in bold
letters across every page of the HInstitutesll• We shall cite
a few passages:
Those, therefore, whom he ha.th created to a life of
shame and a death of destruction, that they might be
instruments of his wrath, and examples of his sever-
ity, he causes to reach their appointed end •••3
Now, as no description can equal the severitJ' of Divine
vengeance on the reprobate, their anguish and torments
are figuratively represented ••• for in the first
place his indignation is like a most violent flame which
devours and consumes all it touches ••• How great and
severe then is t.nepunishment.\ to endure the never-
ceasing effects of his wrath!
d) zwingli.
original sin, pl~edestination, grace, and election are
ideas of frequent occurance in the theology of Zwingli. He
stresses the last irwo in particular. As we nave already ob-
served, his eschatology is extremely Latin throughout. He W\:lS
1Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religlon (rl'rans.
by John Allen) (in~vols.) London: T. lJ:eggand son, 1888.
2Kershner, p~oneers of Christian Thought. llCalvin". p.283.
r/.0Ins~utes, OPe cit; iii, XXIV.
4Ibid., iii, xxv.
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Luther' s con temporary, and not unlike hLm in his views of the
fate of the wicked. The fact that he was considered a numant st
did not seem to make the lot of the non-elect any more desirable.
VIe think it is true to say that he is not less emotional and
gloomy than eitJ:le:cof the other two reformers in question.
All three have left their i:m.delibleimpr'ess upon the minds of
men up to the present time.
In our consideration of the work of the Theologians we
should be sorry indeed to be thought to disparage their con-
tribution. They were, to some extent, the product of their day
as well as the moulders of the future thought. It is rather
that we regret the existence of this morbid outlook wherever
it is found in any degree whatsoever. There can be little
doubt that the Medieval and Reformation thought is still with
us in a marked degree. Almost in spite of ourselves we read
the text of the New Testament with Latin eyes, so strong is
our prejudice in that direction. We fail to see the incon-
sistency in thought in entertaining a Christ of Love who says,
" Father forgive t.nem, for they lmow not what they do'! , and
a harsh Judge who condemns souls to eternal torment at one and
the same time. It is little wonder that someone has said:
"Because of Christ, whose sad face on the cross sees only
thi s after the passion of a thousand yearsJ" His Spirit is
so utterly opposed to the pessimism that has bred fear and
superstition in the hearts of nmltitudes.
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3. Art
a) l\Uchael Ange Lo
Dr. }Cershner calls this great artist the IIPainter of
the Sublimell•1 Vie select him as representative of artists
of the period because of his fmllou8 paLntLng , the "Last Judg-
merrt '! , Kngelo W8.S abnormal in not a few ways, it seema , and
entertained strange fears of assassi.nation and of the Pope.2
He did not care for the ordinary luxuries of life; his work
was his lifel
Covering the western end of the Sistine Chapel--one of
the best known and most famous in the world--in the full View
of the many thousands of witnesses who have admired it, the
"Last Judgment" is said to be the largest fresco in the world.
Dean Kershner describes it thus:-
•••The first impression of this fresco, when seen from
the east end or center of the room, Is that of a con-
fused ma ss of figures, which gradually assume definite
form and place, and uut of the chaos one tremendous form
seems to rise in the center, which, with outstretched
arms and threatening gesture, hurls vengeance upon the
unhappy wr-e tches sinking down 1:;0 Tartarus, Terrible
looking creatures, one pi~rced with arrows, one flayed
alive, another with a whE:el of torture and others with
h ar-r-ows, racks, and other he LLLah device s , flourish
these various symbols of torment, all seeming to implore
the Judge to avenge them upon tb.eir.enemie s , There is
not a note of consolation or:i oy in the real sense any-
where, not even Ln the comp ar-a tively small p art of the
picture devoted to the blest. The Judge does not seem
at all like the Christ of Leonardo. Vengeance, not mer-
cy, is Angelo's conception of the Judgment--the kind in
which every orthodox Christian of those times believed.3
------------------
lKershner, P.D. '1'h8Spiritua.IMessG..£_8 of Great Art.
Indianapolis: Meigs Publishing Company, 1928. p.6lff.
2Ibid., p.61,62.
0Ibid., p.78.
n'z.
';J,_!
_'1'he work is, of course, great art. But we are con-
cerned with the affect of its realism upon its witnesses.
Doubtle s sit has made its contribution, along with gr-apnd c por-
trayals in prose and verse, in presenting to the minds of men,
vLeu aLl.y , a distorted idea of hell.
4. Modern Preachers.
a) Jonathan. Edvvards
rrhe New England spirit of the eighteenth century is
admirably expressed in the life-work of its great preacher,
Jonathan Edwards. Calvinistic in the extreme, the tY'pically
Latin hell preached b",\rEdwards finds an appropriate background
in the 1I0therworldliness" and zealous puritanism of the day. The
setting is one of swoonings, shrieldngs, screamings, and con-
vulsions. Emotionalism is at its height. One wonders whether
a consLdcr-at.Lon of the success of such an abnormal individual
in the pu.lpi t t s not just another instance of a maniac, by
reason of his insanity, being considered divine. This was not
unknown in the ancient world.
Vvhenwe say that this man's outlook was Calvinistic, we
migrlt also say that it was more so than Calvin. And this is
hardly to praise the "great" preacher; we do not intend it as a
compliment. Wemust try to understand the man in viewing him
as the product of the period in whtch he lived, but we wish to
indicate that his entire outlook is of the Augustine-Calvin
ooLor-at.Lon which we have described earlier. We select two
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sermonsl from which an idea of' Edward's preaching, as related
to the fate of the wicked, might be had, namely, "Future pun-
ishment of the Wicked!!, and "Sinners in the Hands of an angry
God". The titles are interesting in themselves.
The first of these tirades against the unfortunate
wicked begins with a stern avowal that sinners will not be
able to deliver themselves from the punisbment, shun it, or
f'ind any relief from it. The text is Ezek.XXII; 14. Here is
a spicy sample l--an i1lustration:-
••• imagine 7)70urself cast into a fiery oven, all of a
glowing heat, or in the midst of a glowing brick-kiln,
or of a great furnace, where your pain wouLd be as much
greater than that occasioned by accidental touching of
a c08l of fire, as the heat is greater. Imagine also
that your body were to lie tnere for a quarter of an hour
full of fire, as fu.ll within and withou t as a bright coal'
of fire, all the while full of quick sense; what horror
wouLd you feel at the errcr-anc e of such a furnace l .Andhow
long would that quarter of £i.nhour seem to youJ If:i. t
were to be measu r-ed by a glass, how long wou Ld the glass
seem to be runningJ .Andafter you had endured it for one
minute, how overbearj_ng would it be to you to think that
you had to endure j_t the other fourteenl
But what would be the effect on your soul, if you lrn.ew
you must lie there endurlng that t.or-mcn t to the full for
twenty-four hoursl ••• • • • • • • • • • ••• • • •••
But your torment in hell will be immensely greater than
this ilJnstration represents •••• 2
Truly enough, as we know from our own experience, illus-
trations fall short of bhe mark--the best of them are inadequate
to the task and never seem to do justice to what we wish to say.
But in the above instance we get the general drift of the argu-
ment alright, we think. "Sinners in the Hands of an .Angry God"
1Paust and .Johnson, Jonathan Edwards. NewYork: American
Book Company, 1935. pp.144,155 respectively.
2Ibid., p.146-147.
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is Jonathan's masterpiece. '1'he text is Deut. XXXII:35.--
IITheir foot shall slide in due time',l. We quote from the
It {\pplicationl! :
'I'h.e God that holds you over the pit of' hell, much
as one holds a spider, or some loathsome insect over
the fire, abhors-you, Hnd is dreadfully provoked: his
wrat.n towards you burns like fire; he looks upon you
as worthy of nothing else, but to be cast into the
fire; he is of purer eyes than to bear to have you in
his sight; you E,.reten thousand times more abominable
~n his eles, than the most hateful venomous serpent is1D ours.
Well, that is Edward's view, in part, of the fate of the
wicked. One could find not a little humor in the course of
such passages were it not for the incredible fact that the man
actually thought he was preeching God's word. We can admire
his intense earnestness; but greatly deplore the content of
hj_s message.
b) Spurgeon.
In saying that Spurgeon was as great a preacher and
as powerful in presenting the accepted idea of hell in his day
as was Edwards in his, we do not wish in any way to minimise
the sinister' influence of the latter. In his graphic and fear-
ful sermon on the IIResurrection of the Dead", Mr. Spurgeon uses
the following language:-
Wfhenthou c1iest, thy soul will be tormented alone;
that will be a hell for it; but at the da-y of judgment
thy body will join thy soul, and then thou wilt have
t~vin-hells, thy soul sweating drops of blood suffused
w1th agony. In fire exactly like that which we have on
earth thy body will lie, asbestos-like, forever uncon-
sumed, all thy veins roads :for the feet of pain to
lIbid., p.164.
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travel on, ever'y nerve 8. stx'ing on which the devil shall
forever play his diabolical tune of Hell's unutterable
LarnentJl
In I!The Warning Neglected" he says:-
There is no human mind, however capacious, that can even
guess the thought of a soul eternally cast away from God.
The wr at.h to come is as inexpressible as the glory that
shall be revealed hereafter. our Saviour labored for
words In which to express the horrors of a future state
of the ungodly •••• 2
Clearly, this is the L2ctin eschatology. It is based on
I
the soverignty of God and the wort;hlessness of man , Men are
as worms. As one reads these passages he would never imagine
that the Anglo-saxon word "Hell" once meant lie. hole in the
groundil"
Of course, the pictorsl representation of hell in the
above fashion was not confined to Johathan Edwards and C. H.
Spurgeon. We could quote similar words from John Henry Ne\'VlTlan
2nd a dozen others. The tragedy of these contributions lies
in the fact that the whole of the \;\Testern world, following
the Reformation, has been nurtured on this kind of teaching
for so long that it is difficult indeed to eradicate it. It
is as a cancerous growth in the advanced stage.
lAlger, Ope cit. p.518. quote.
2spurgeon, Sermons. New York: Funk & Wagnallis Company
(n.d.) IV,252.
CONCUTSION
In the course of this thesis we have briefly con-
sidered the major views of the fate of the wicked in human
history. As we stated earlier, we have made no attempt to
treat our subject exhaustively; rather, we hope to have
treated it adequately. In reviewing the field, it is clear
that many religions and tribes have shared COmmon views E!.t
many points. We have not always attempted to trace this
connection, but have been content to find :lnterest in the
fact itself. Our primary interest has been in what men have
believed rather than in why they believed these things.
iNhere, possi.bly, borrowing has taken place, the lilclihood
of th:ts sometimes has been indicated. In some instances we
should have liked to prove our point, but proof has not been
attempted, often because it is lacking.
Throughout all the views we find a certain expected
common ground. Wherever a hell idea is present we may say
that, in some small degree at least, a moral idea is usually
present. The particular hell idea entertained is in direct
proportion to the ethical maturity of the people or indivi-
dual concerned. All who hold to an idea of future punishment
express this fact that they conceive of lIsome power or powers
as having ultimate control over their destinies;1l 81ldthere
is some common expectation of a survival of some kind, riot
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infrequently of 8. personal nature, in the beyond. Some, as
we have noticed, hove been of the persuasion that this life
ends all; that annLh.L'Lat.Lon is the end. This view has never
been general. Future punishment connnensurate with the crime
or wrong done within the standards entertained has been none
too common. Retribution and eternal torment have, we think,
hEd undue prominence.
Among Savage peoples there has been this retributive
idea; and the "fire" punishment is very widespread in history.
As one would expect, the particular hell entertained almost
invariably has some local reference, and sometimes 811 outside
influence blends with this to give a later development, as
with northern Buddhism. Or, ideas latent in a system may
find expression after the passage of many years. Primitive
man could think of the future being dependent on funeral
offerings or right burial, or upon a person being tatued or
being provided with a certain amu.Le t ; tribal custom was often
the determining factor. The future was essentially life-
like and vivid; or it was vague, dark, undefined. Here, the
moral idea is weak.
With the Greeks the moral note was strong, coupled
with a fine sense of justice and purpose. Early poets like
Homer and He si.odhave little to sayan the subject. Later
ideas included extinction for the hopelessly wicked; futility;
and torment in Tartar-u.s. Probably the Pharisees took over
this idea, passed it on through Gamaliel to paull, and Paul
ISee Kershner, Horizons of Immortality. st. Louis, Mo.
rrheBethany Pre ss. 1926. pp. ~~8ff.
in tur-n to the Latins.l 1'heRoman s had nothing original;
theirs were rude adaptations of Greek ideas. With the Egyp-
tians, the system was built around the resurrection in the
flesh; the wicked were devoured by a crocodile or hippopo-
tamus. 'rho Hindu ideas were for fire for a time, and trans-
migration of the soul ad infinitum. Buddhist hells were gross
in their later development and embracecl everything foul; but
the "poles" of .the original system were Karma and Nirvana.
Shinto eschatology 1s shadowy; hell is here and now. 'I'he
Norse picture is rather sensuous and decidedly ghostly, cold
rather th8n heat being the formidable element. Based on fear
of Hel, it was non-moral.
The Persian, Jewish, and M~.ha;rrrmedanfaiths have com-
man elements. Zoroaster must surely have experienced the
chill blasts from the north, and the warm, balmy breeze from
the south, as alternately they swept with inclemancy and warmed
with kind:hess the slopes of Iran. He naietJaave had the sou1:
of a poet and ph11osopher, for he saw in this the eternal strug-
gle between opposites; between light and darkness, good and
bad, Ahura Mazdah and Angrs. Main:yu. We cannot prove, I suppxs e,
that the writer of the Revelation got his suggestion of the
same theme or the "lake of fire" picture here, but he could
well have'done so. Early Judaism is vague in its eschatology.
In its pseudepigraphal and rabbinical development it seems iD
1-See Kershner, Pioneers of Christian Thought.
Indianapolis: The BabbS-Merrill Compan'Y, 1930. p.66.
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be indebted to the persians, but to what extent we cannot
say.l Between the Testaments there Is, naturally, a vin-
dictive development. rl~O~1ccJ:J111.medanismis late and based on
,Tr.,w:i.sh and p8.rsi ideas. IJike the Chinvat brirJge of the
latter, Islam has its as-Sirat bridge. 11heChristian Scrip-
tures are probably influenced by the heathen background of
their writers; yet, they mention the fate of the wicked re-
La t Lvely little, and are far more ethical than most; commen-
taries would allow or many translations suggest. 'Ehey are
mostly concerned, eschatologically, with the reward of the
faithful, and their message is primarily and emphatically
posit:i.ve. Jesus teaches no "eternal torment". The worst
passages are in the Revelation of John, and, In view of t.heLr-
setting they can be understood even if they cannot be satis-
factorily explained. The Greek theologians were seen to be
relatively mild and sane, while the Latins have amongst the
worst and most cruel views expressed in history; they were
the inspiration, especially in Augustine, for Reformation
Protestantism. The Middle Ages blended, in the Roman system,
the Latin Hell and Heaven division with the Greek purgatory.
This inspired Da~te who, taught by AquInas, also drew on
other backgrounds than the Lmmed.La te one, as did Mil ton; and
so a false idea of hell, commonly accepted as scriptural and
christian by many even yet, has become popularized in the
lSee Carter, G.1!V. Zoroastrianism and Judaism. Boston:
Richard G. Badger, 1918. pp.104tt.
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the world of men.
Eternal torment was Augustine's brain-child. Born
a puny little Lmp , its heredity was bad j yet, t 1o maice amends
for its :lnherent wealmesses it cr:led loud and long, and no t
a few pampered it. It should have been roundly threshed in
infancy, for its ugly traits would have been more easily pre-
.vented then than cured now. Uncorrected, it grew up to be
t;yrannical, to hold men everywhere slaves in the grip of its
sinister mastery.
There can be no doubt that AuglJ.stine's eschatology
has been more wide-spread and more indelibly impressed upon
human hearts and minds than that of any o.tiher man; Many others
but reflect his views. The great movements of the reformation
have engulfed millions in the western world in the same un-
ethical slavery through the neo-Augustinian views of Luther,
Calvin, and zwingli. Modern literary and textual criticism
has done much to rid the minds 9f men of this sadistic teach-
ing, but thousands remain deep-dyed in it, thinking piously
that it is the revealed Truth of God in Christ JesusJ 'l'he:lm-
plications in the expression Hendless torment" are clearly as
far from His mind~ and that of the Father He reveals, as any-
thing could be; its applications in history have been extreme-
ly repugnant to anyone who even begins to understand tne mind
of the Christ. And that such unpardonable rubbiosh ahould
have been presented in His Name is both difficult to understand
and an insult to the memory of one whose every expression was
Magnanimity itself.
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In recent years all literature, including the Bible,
has been approached critically. Time-honored shib boleths and
traditions have not escaped. The "eternal tormentll theory has
been attacked and denied: it is not like Jesus or God; it is
unreasonable; it does not represent God's revealed Truth.
Furthermore, it has no place for trleremedy of tho wrong in
men; it portrays a G()dwho derives pleasure from: the torments
of His OvTIl creation. This is unthinkableJ The last fifty
years have witnessed many works repudiating this heinous doc-
trine in its every form. Augustine, instead of being any
longer called a Saint has been rightly labelled a Sadist, --an
abnormal mental case. Slowly but irrevocably his views are
on the way out. Reason hath her victories, but they are slow-
ly, patiently won.. The great throbbing heart of Humanity has
imbibed more of the spirit of lIthat tremendous Loverll-- a
spiri t quite unknown to Augustine. Mankind has gradually come
to see that:
POl': The quality of mercy is not et rad.ns d
It droppeth, as the gentle rain from heaven,
Upon the place beneath: it is twice bless'd;
It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes:
'Tis mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes
The throned monarch better thru~his crown:
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power,
VVherein doth sit the dread and fear of Kings;
But mercy is above this sceptred sway;
It is enthroned in the hearts of King,
It is an attribute to God himself;
And earthly power doth then show likest God's
When mercy seasons justice.l
1Shc~espeare, Merchant of Venice, IV. 1. 185.
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